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Contents
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l. Resumption of the session
2. Agenda:
Mr Pearce; Mr Plaskooitis; Lord Bethell; Mr
Collins; Mr Arndt; Mr Pitt; Mrs Gredal; Mr
Collins; Mr Chanterie; Mr Fich; Mr Arndt;
Mr Tomlinson
3. Deadlin e for ta b lin g am endmen ts :
Mr Fich
Lomi III 
- 
Report (Doc. 2-1781/84) by Mr
Cohen:
Mr Cohen; Mrs Focke; Mrs De Bacher-Van
Ocken; Mr Chistopher Jackson; Mr Triaelli;
Mr Chinaud; Mr Guermeur; Mr Verbeeh;
Mr d'Ormesson; Mr Ulburghs; Mr Baget-
IN THE CHAIR: MR PFLIMLIN
President
(The sitting utas opened at 5 p.m.)
l. Resumption of the session
Prcsident. 
- 
I declare resumed the session of the
European Parliament ad.journed on l5 February
1985.t
Bozzo; Mr Vergeer; Mr Turner; Mr
Andrews; Mr Kuijpers; Mrs Pantazi; Mr Ber-
sani; Mr Cbristensen; Mr McGoanan; Mrs
Rabbethge; Mr Clinton Daois (Commis-
sion); Mr Coben; Mr lVurtz; Mrs Dury; Mr
Seligman; Mr Alaztanos; Mr Elliott; Mr
Verbeek
5. Transport 
- 
Report (Doc. 2-1763/8a) by Mr
Visser:
Mr Visser; Mr Topmann; Mr Cornelissen;
Mr Newton Dunn; Mr Adamou; Mr Vl'ijsen-
beek; Mr Steoenson; Mr Clinton Daztis
(Commission)
6. Closure of the annual session
2. Agenda
President. 
- 
At irs meering of l2 February 1985 rhe
enlarged Bureau drew up the agenda which has been
disriburcd.
At its meeting this morning, the chairmen of the politi-
cal groups authorized me to propose a certain number
of changes.
(The President read out the proposed changes)t
Mr Pearce (ED).- Mr President, I refer to the oral
question with debate by Mr Plaskovitis, on circum-
slances in Cyprus. Could you please tell me what is the
reason for it being withdrawn from the agenda, and
am I to take your announcement to mean that it will
feature on the agenda of a future session? If so,
which?
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President. 
- 
It was withdrawn at Mr Plaskovitis'
request, Mr Pearce.
Mr Plaskovitis (S).- (GR) Mr President, I would be
happy to offer an explanation. According to informa-
tion we received after I had submitted the question,
sensitive negotiations are currently in progress and the
President of Cyprus, Mr Kyprianou, is to meet the
Secretary General of the UNO in Geneva today. Fol-
lowing rhese developments, and since of course the
purpose of the question was to promote the possibiliry
of the negotiations and not to raise controversies, it
was considered that even a simple debate might create
cenain difficulties at this delicate smge of the negotia-
tions. That is precisely why I requested that the ques-
tion be withdrawn for rhe time being, rhough of
course this does not preclude its reinstatement should
there be no favourable solution rc the problem as a
whole.
Lord Bethell (ED). 
- 
I wonder whether you and the
Bureau were aware of the fact that the killing of seals
will be resumed in Canada, probably tomorrow or the
next day, and I wonder whether therefore you might
chink ir appropriate to move the discussion of the
Muntingh Repon a little bit higher up the agenda
rather than mking it as the last item on Tuesday when
it will receive very little attention from the public and
from our European Parliament. This is one area where
the European Parliament did achieve something and
did prevent the massacre of baby seals. Should we not
try and get right the timing of this debate and hold it
before the killing stans?
President. 
- 
It would, I believe, be a good idea rc
have this ques[ion on the agenda, and you have just
provided an additional argument. The debarc is sched-
uled for Tuesday. Tomorrow, Tuesday, much of our
time will be taken up by the debate on the Commis-
sion's programme.
I think it would be difficult to bring this question for-
ward to tomorrow. In any event, the important thing is
that we should have a debate during this session on the
matter about which you have expressed concern,
Lord Bethell.
Mr Collins (S). 
- 
Mr President, I want to refer to
two separa[e items on Tuesday's agenda and I wonder
if you want me to raise them separately or together for
convenience. That is a question.
President. 
- 
I think we should take the firsr question
fi rst.
(Laugbter)
Mr Collins (S).- I will stan off with the first one
and then continue. That was a very fine and witty
reply, Mr President.
The first question is this: since Mr Bachy's report has
been placed on the agenda at fairly shon notice. Might
it not be better to set the deadline for amendments
towards the end of romorrow's sitting rather than at
the beginning. Could we make the deadline about
6 p.m. insrcad of l2 noon?
President. 
- 
Ve shall come to the deadline for tabling
amendments in a moment.
'!7hat is your second question, Mr Collins?
Mr Collins (S). 
- 
The second point concerns Mr
Muntingh's report on whales. I was one of the people
who signed the note to the Bureau asking that this be
put on the agenda for this week. But since it was
drawn to the Bureau's attention, apparenily new infor-
mation has been made available, panicularly in rela-
tion to the position of the Faeroese. Because of that, I
think it would be wise if the committee were invited to
have another look at it, because I do not think we
should make a decision based on incomplete informa-
tion. I am authorized, therefore, by the rapponeur and
in rhe absence of the committee chairman, to ask that
this be put back for another look by the committee so
that we can consider it, perhaps next month.
President. 
- 
I shall pass on the suggestion to the
chairman of the competent committee.
Mr Arndt (S). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, at first you
made such good proposals, first for Monday, then for
Tuesday, then for Vednesday. Could we not discuss
and decide the agenda on the basis of your proposal,
first Monday, then Tuesday, then !/ednesday, and
not suddenly discuss proposals for Friday now and
then turn to Tuesday or Monday. I would be grateful
if you would decide now, in accordance with your
proposal, who is to speak on Monday, who on Tues-
day, and who on'!flednesday, so that we can proceed
step by step.
President. 
- 
I am not proposing any change, Mr
Arndt. I merely explained the proposals of the polirical
group chairmen who met this morning. No change has
been made.
Mr Arndt (S). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, then I note rhat
no other proposals have been pur for Monday. But
presumably a change in the agenda is scheduled for
Tuesday, namely rhar all oral quesrions with debate
are to be treated as a footnote and not discussed as
part of the general debarc. I would suppon this propo-
sal.
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President. 
- 
The chairmen of the political groups, Mr
Arndt 
- 
unfortunarely you were unable ro atrend rhis
meeting 
- 
decided ro include all these quesrions on
the joint discussion on the Commission's annual work
programme. You have no objecrion, then? So we are
in agreement. The amendmenrs ro rhe draft agenda
will be voted on rogerher.
Mr Pitt (S).- Mr President, it gives me no pleasure
at all to raise a point which has been raised before on
the first day of pan-sessions and ir does concern, I
fear, the conduct of your own office. \flhen you read
out the business for the week, you once again did not
tell us, as you frequenrly have been asked to do, the
meetings of commitrees thar you yourself have author-
ized to take place during the part-session. Once again
I find myself, and so do other Members, with a rimeta-
ble for the next three hours in which you have author-
ized a meeting of the Commitree on Budgem to begin
immediately after this brief discussion on the order of
business is concluded and a meering of the Commirtee
on Budgetary Conrrol ar 6 p.m. Now since this discus-
sion might well go on for some time, I want to know
whether you know any way rhat I shall be able to
attend the Committee on Budgets and still be free to
attend the Committee on Budgetary Control, since I
am a full member of borh. And if you will not prorecr
the rights of Members of this Parliament, I want to
know who you propose should do that.iob.
President. 
- 
The first point I should like ro make is
that we are considering the order of business of rhe
House. Committee meerings have never been dis-
cussed in this context.
Secondly, it is highly desirable that committee meer-
ings should not take place during plenary sessions.
However, as it happens, it is difficult to avoid holding
meetings of the Commirtee on Budgers and the Com-
mittee on Budgetary Control as these are necessary for
the successful completion of our work.
Mrs Gredal (S). 
- 
(DA) I did not fully undersrand
your reply to Mr Collins. I think rhar Mr Collins was
speaking on behalf of the rapporreur, Mr Muntingh,
and every rapporteur, according to the Rules of Pro-
cedure, has the righr to request that a matrer be
referred back to commirree concerned for further con-
sideration. I think that your reply should have been
that the whales item was withdrawn from the agenda
as of now, because the rapponeur had asked for it ro
be referred back to the committee so that we can have
a more informed and fuller debate on the marrer.
President. 
- 
Mrs Gredal, I do not think that anyone
has requested referral back ro committee.
Mr Collins (S).- Perhaps it isbecause it is Monday,
Mr President, but I thought I had made it fairly clear
that we had new information available and, rherefore,
the committee would have ro look at ir again. So can
we please be absolutely clear. Mrs Gredal is righr.
There is new information which rhe committee needs
to consider. This Assembly should never make a deci-
sion on something where the information is incom-
plete. Can we please send rhis back to the committee
and can we have it made clear in rhe minutes?
(Parliament approoed referral bach to comtnittee)
Mr Chanterie (PPE). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, the
point I wanted to make has just been raised. It is the
question of the deadline for amendmenm ro the Bachy
report, which has been added to the agenda.
President. 
- 
Ve shall come to thar in a momenr, Mr
Chanterie.
Mr Fich (S). 
- 
(DA) Mr Presidenr, I should like to
commenl on the reply you just made ro Mr Arndt. Mr
Arndt asked for an amendmenr ro be tabled for Tues-
day's agenda wirh a vore. You rhen said rhar rhere
would be a vo[e on the agenda as a whole at the end.
Of course we cannot do that; we must vote on Mr
Arndt's proposal.
President. 
- 
Mr Fich, Mr Arndt has not asked thar
the proposal be amended. He stated that he was saris-
fied with the proposal.
Mr Arndt (S). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, I do not have a
good memory but I have a feeling this is the first rime
we are deciding not on a day ro day basis but voting as
a whole. Hitheno, as far as I remember, we have
decided on a day to day basis whar business we will
take and what we will nor.
President. 
- 
Mr Arndt, it is ar least rhe third rime rhat
we have followed this procedure and I think it is logi-
cal. \flhy? Because it is helpful for the House ro have
an overall view of the programme of work.
(Applaasefrom the centre and tbe rigbt)
If we were [o vote, we could, of course, do so differ-
ently, i.e. vote on each day separately, but, in my view,
this would be less satisfactory. It is betrer to have an
overall view of whar is being proposed for the session
as a whole. In thar way [he House can vore with full
knowledge of rhe facrs. Therefore I am now submit-
ting to the House the order of business for rhe whole
session as drawn up in agreement with the chairmen of
the polidcal groups.
(Parliament adopted the agenda as amended)
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Mr Tomlinson (S). 
- 
Mr Presidenr, now rhat rhe
order of business has been adopted, can I come back
to the question that I raised with you some four
months ago and to which Mr Pitt alluded earlier,
namely, the holding of committee meerings during the
plenary session.
The rules of this House, as I understand them, require
you to give permission to committees ro meer. \(hat I
asked you four months ago was, in view of the fre-
quency with whicf committees are meeting and the
frequency with which that is hindering Members of
this House from taking part in the plenary sittings,
when you give permission to chairmen to hold com-
mittee meetings during the plenary session, whether
you will explain to us at the beginning of a pan-
session the reasons why it is imperative they should
meet.
It is happening far too often. It is happening to the dis-
advantage of this House because Members are being
taken away from what they ought to be doing, which
is paying attention to the business of this House in this
chamber. So can I put to you once again my requesr
that where permission is given for committee meerings
to take place during part-session, that you give a justi-
fication to the House as ro why rhey should take
priority over the business of the House.
Prcsident. 
- 
Mr Tomlinson, I sympathise somewhat
with your views, but you are mistaken when you say
that committee meetings are authorized by the Presi-
dent and the Bureau. That is not correct. Committees
are free to meet when they wish. All we can do is
recommend to the committee chairmen not to call
meetings during the sessions.
I am quite prepared to repeat this recommendation,
but it can only be a recommendation since committees
can meet without the Bureau's authorization.
3.. Deadline for tabling amendments
President. 
- 
The deadline for tabling amendmenm to
the following reports has been extended until 8 p.m.
this evening:
- 
Bonaccini repon (Doc.2-1784/84)
- 
van der Lek report (Doc. 2-1778/84)
- 
Tolman repon (Doc. 2-1795/84)
- 
Second Boserup repon (Doc. 2-1793/84).
The deadline for abling amendments to all the reporrs
added to the agenda has been fixed for Tuesday,
12 March 1985 at 12 noon, with the exceprion of rhe
reports by Mr Curry and Mr Fich on the founh deci-
sion authorizing provisional twelfths and by Mr'!Vet-
tig, on behalf of the Committee on Budgetary Con-
rol, for which the deadline has been set at l2 noon on
\flednesday, l3 March 1985.
Mr Fich (S). 
- 
(DA) Mr President, on a point of
information: you constantly refer to the Curry-Fich
report in the singular. I should like to point our to you
that, in fact, we are dealing with three reports: one
bearing my name only and rwo orhers which both bear
the names Curry and Fich. One of the latter is to be
discussed for the first time this evening in the Com-
mittee on Budger. But I just wanted to draw your
attention to the fact that three reports are involved.
President. 
- 
Thank you for making rhat clear, Mr
Fich.t
4. Loni III
President. 
- 
The nexr irem is rhe report (Doc.
2-1781/84), by Mr Cohen, on behalf of rhe Com-
mittee on Development and Cooperarion on the con-
clusion of the third Lom6 Convention.
Mr Cohen (Sl, rapporteur. 
- 
(NL) Mr President,
Lom6II is dead, long live Lom6IIMhe binh of
LomE III calls for congratulations, especially from this
Parliament, because it will find in the new Convenrion
many of the things it has always wanted, if not
demanded. I will give you a few examples: the empha-
sis the Convention places on agricultural development
and the implementation of food strategies, the need
for account to be taken of environmental problems in
the ACP counlries, the sections on fisheries and, last
but not least, the provisions thar have been included
on respect for human rights and the war we iqtend to
continue waging against apanheid in South Africa,
and the institutional reforms that have been carried
out 
- 
that too is something Parliamenr has always
wanted. Reason enough, then, for congratulations, but
that does not mean there is no room for criricism.
Criticism, first, of the difficult negotiadons rhemselves.
It almost looked as if the negoriarions might not be
broughc to a sa[isfacrcry conclusion because the Mem-
ber States of the Community and the Communiry itself
were reluctant to make the ACP countries a better
offer, and at one srage the ACP counries were on rhe
verge of breaking off the negotiarions. It was even-
tually agreed that 8,500 m ECU should be provided
under rhe Convenrion, but we all know that is not
enough. The Commission irelf had already said that
10,000 m ECU would be needed rc allow for an
increase in the number of ACP counrries, infladon and
I Speaking time: see Minutes.
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population growth, and rhis Parliament had repeatedly
said that 10,000 m was rhe absolute minimum. Nor 
-and this is something Parliament has been demanding
for years 
- 
has the Development Fund been included
in the budger. Parliament is extremely critical of these
[wo factors, the inadquary of the money provided and
the failure, for the fifrh rime, ro include rhe Develop-
ment Fund in the budget. Those are the main criti-
crsms.
The resolution I have tabled on behalf of the Com-
mittee on Development and Cooperation therefore
says that more money musr be found if it transpires
that the fine objectives ser our in the Convention can-
not be achieved because of a shonage of money, and
that the Development Fund should be included in the
budget.
So we now have rhe Lom6 Convention, or at least it
has been signed, and the quesrion is what happens
next? Because signing is nor enough: it also has ro be
radfied by the narional parliaments of the Member
States and by rhe parliaments of the ACP countries.
Ve have lisrcd five conditions in the resolution and
explanatory staremenr on this Lom6 III Convention.
Ve have discussed the need for it ro be radfied as
quickly as possible, especially in the European Com-
munity, and on behalf of this Parliamenr we shall urge
the national parliaments to bring rhis ratificarion to a
rapid and satisfacrory conclusion, because we musr
not, of course, delude ourselves: this debate may be
called a ratification debate on Lom6 III, but the power
to ratify it rests with the national parliaments, nor with
us. Vhat we are doing here is in fact giving a forerasre
of what we feel the national parliaments musr say.
Vith this initiadve of ours, this so-called ratification
debate, we are trying rc bring the narional parliaments
into line. Ve are trying to ensure rhat the national
parliamenrc voice rhe same praise and criticism as we
are voicing here this afternoon.
A second condition to be satisfied if the Convenrion is
to be implemented withour delay and in the proper.
manner is that whar is known as the procedure for
consultations on accessions is applied. Spain and Por-
tugal are knocking ar rhe Communiry's door. Their
accession will have implications for the economic siru-
ation in the ACP counrries, and it is therefore essenrial
for this consultarion procedure rc be applied rc the let-
ter and in the spirit inrended.
Transitional measures are needed. On 28 February,
eleven days ago, Lom6 II died and was replaced with
Lom6 III, but until ir has been rarified, rhe Convention
cannot really enter inro force, and transitional mea-
sures must therefore be introduced for the period from
28 February until rarificarion.
As regards the trade policy measures, a solution has
already been found, and I assume rhat there will be no
funher problems in rhis connection.
There are a few orher problems. Vhat is to be done
with the money left ovei from Stabex and Sysmin and
at the European Investment Bank? It is essential that
this problem is solved in a spirit of mutual understand-
ing, because thar is what is needed: mutual under-
snnding between the European and ACP'counrries.
Angola must, of course, accede. to the Convention of
Lom6. It is the only counrry sourh of the Sahara rhat is
not a member of the Convention. Namibia will
undoubtedly join as soon as it becomes independent,
but Angola should also accede, and we should do
everything we can to ensure ir mkes this step.
The Commission must ensure that a start is now made
on aid planning, and I have said in my explanatory
statement that it does no[ seen unreasonable that parti-
cular attention should be given in the initial planning
to the Caribbean region, rhe Pacific and the Indian
Ocean because the special situation in Africa, the fam-
ine and other disasters, has rather created the impres-
sion that we are only concerned about Africa and not
about the other ACP counrries, and this impression
musr be eliminated, of course. It is true that the first
letter in ACP smnds for Africa, but that is no more
than an alphabetical coincidence, and we musr nor
give the impression rhat the C and the P are after-
thoughts.
A sixth condition to be satisfied 
- 
this is nor referred
to in the resolution, but I will menrion it here this
afternoon 
- 
is that a solurion musr be found to the
financial problems so rhar rhe new institutions may
actually meet this year. A meering of Joint ACP/EEC
Assembly is scheduled for September of rhis year, but
the budgetary problems mean that the financial
resources needed are not available, and an ad hoc solu-
tion must therefore be found.
Mr Presidenr, the resolution quire deliberately refers
not only to Lom6 but also ro whar I would call 'the
environmenr' of Lom6. Environment not in rhe sense
used by the environmental expens but in the sense of
the situation in the world, which also influences the
Lom6 Convention. Because this Convention is, of
course, a development. instrument, an instrument
which the Community has'invenrcd and which is val-
ued by the ACP counrries, but it is equally clear that
this Lom6 Convenrion has no solution rc offer for
many of the problems. Ir is unable to alleviare the
problem of rhe debt burden of the developing coun-
ries, including the ACP countries. It can do norhing
about the high value of the dollar, interest rarcs or the
prices of energy and plays a very limited pan in rhe
fight against prorecrionism.
The Community, which is the world's largest trading
bloc and is also seeking to play an international mone-
tary role with its European currency unit, is, of course,
extremely well equipped for effons not to solve the
various problems but to help find solutions ro them. I
therefore believe the Community will have an impor-
tant role'to play in the coming years, panicularly in
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the fight against pro[ectionism and also in ensuring
that monetary snbiliry is achieved, thac institutions
like the Vorld Bank and its subsidiary the Interna-
tional Development Associarion do not founder and
that an institution like FIDA has enough money.
These are all msks which the Community should per-
form alongside and together with the ACP countries.
Because the Lom6 Convention, seen in isolation, can
only provide panial solutions to many of the develop-
ing countries' problems. A great deal more is needed,
even within the Community itself.
'Sil'e must not, of course, be under any illusion. Since
the economic crisis began, the climate in the Com-
munity has also changed. Interest in development
cooperation has waned. Even in a country like the
Netherlands 
- 
and I name this country not because I
wanr ro criticize it but because it happens to be the
Member State I know best 
- 
even in a country like
the Netherlands, which is known to contribute more
rhan 0.70/o of GNP in development aid, a debate on
'development coopera[ion and employment' is now in
progress. The word 'employment' in this context is a
reference not to employment in the developing coun-
rries bur ro the question of how development policy
can help employment at home. This a new phenome-
non. There was never a hint of this in the indusrial-
ized world before the crisis, but now we have a situa-
tion in which we are rying to pursue development
policy in a way that improves our own economies.
That is not a bad thing in itself. Self-interest is not to
be scorned, but we mus[ get back to what we were
once accustomed to doing: promoting other things
apart from Lom6, and the Community has a great deal
ro do in this respect in the future.
(Applause)
IN THE CHAIR: MR DIDO
Vice-President
Mrs Focke (S), Cbairman of tbe Committee on
Deoelopment and Cooperation. 
- 
(DE) Mr President,
ladies and genrlemen, as chairman of the Committee
on Development and Cooperation I thank our rappor-
teur, Bob Cohen, for the excellent work he has done
and his clear and comprehensible motion for a resolu-
tion. As a member of the Socialist Group I say yes on
behalf of my group to this Lom6 III Convention 
- 
in
spite of all our reservations, which I will come to. First
may I put the request, in this first ratification debate
on Lom6 III in the Community, to all Parliaments in
the Member States to radfy the convention as soon as
possible, in the interest of our partners in Africa, the
Caribbean and the Pacific.
The European Parliament does indeed, as Mr Cohen
pointed out earlier, have good reason to be proud of
its part in this Third Lom6 Convention. If you read the
motion for a resolution you will find a long list of the
preparatory work carried out by the European Parlia-
ment and the joint ACP-EEC Consultative Assembly.
The Joint Committee and the Consultative Assembly
in panicular have been pursuing a North-South Dia-
logue for years, which has demonstrably added to the
quality of the new convention in many important areas
and has also made Lom6 III the outcome of a joint
learning process. A few of the key points: the basic
principle of development on the basis of self-determi-
nation, the cultural dimension, human righm and the
view that satisfying the needs of men and women is the
aim of all development cooperation, the focus on rural
development, self-sufficiency in food supplies, the
endeavour to gear development cooperation ever more
closely to the human and natural wealth of the
development countries themselves, which means pani-
cipation, training, own technologies, measures to com-
bat desenification and deforestation, i.e. environmen-
tal prorcction. All this and many other principles have
been set out, if we read the convenrion carefully. The
verbal framework is well constructed. But the Euro-
pean Parliament, the Community and in panicular the
Member Starcs have no cause to rest on their laurels or
to congratulate themselves on the Lom6 model.
I would like rc circ three main reasons why not. First,
this convention still has serious defects. They are to be
found above all in the trade provisions, which still do
not make the common market completely open to
exports from the ACP countries. Even more serious is
the inadequate financing. It is quite simply not
enough. The increase in financial resources does not
even cover the inflation rate, let alone even nearly cov-
ering the tasks which the convention describes so elo-
quently. That is why Lom6 III is no real answer to the
dramatic increase in the pressure of the difficuldes
faced by our partner countries. An interim evaluation
after several Yaound6 and Lom6 Conventions would
Iook like this: Africa has been hit by the worst econo-
mic crisis we have ever seen. Poveny is increasing,
dependence is increasing; the terrible famine is only
the tip of this iceberg. Ve will lose the race against
time unless we finally have far greater development
financing.
The second reservation which stops us from rejoicing
at this agreement is rhat the convention is as good as
its implementation. But that is still to come. \flill the
priorities really be treated as priorities? Vill the com-
mon learning process which has been so well formu-
lated in words really be reflected in the realiry of
development cooperation? Vill we see less bureauc-
racy and more flexibiliry and imagination? Ve shall
have to wait and see.
Lastly, the third main reason for a sober and guarded
assessment of Lom6 III relates to international econo-
mic development policy, as the rapporteur has rightly
pointed out. Lom6 is dependent on the Nonh-South
dialogue, on development financing as a whole, on the
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increase of resources in international funds such as the
IDA and IFAD, the activities of rhe Vorld Bank, raw
materials agreements based on a common fund, the
liberalisation of trade and debt clearance. Things look
bad in all these fields. In all rhese fields the Com-
munity is co-responsible, and that is why I say here
loud and clear: Lom6 III is nor yer an achievemenr,
but a task. On this basis, the implementation of
Lom6 III mus[ be checked and accompanied wherever
there is a need for ir by pressure on the Commission,
and especially also on the governments. The European
Parliament will see to this.
(App lause from the left )
Mrs De Backer-Van Ocken (PPE). 
- 
(NL) Mr
President, ladies and gentlemen, the excellenr Cohen
repon gives a clear evaluation of Lom6 III: its good
and not so good sides, the ways in which it improves
on Lom6 II and the ways in which ir does nor come up
to Lome II's standards. The main poinr of the evalua-
tion is made in paragraph 7 of rhe resolution, which
reads:
'welcomes the new emphasis on rhe concepr of
self-reliant and self-sustaining development'
Many people, among them former Commissioner Pis-
ani, have called Lom6 III the convenrion of develop-
ment, while Lom6 II was the convention of coopera-
tion. \flhere Lom6 II funds were often used ro improve
the prestige of young countries rhrough rhe construc-
tion of buildings and infrasrructure, priority in
Lom6 III has been given to agricultural development
and food supplies. This makes us hopeful since few of
the great development goals ser in 1975 have so far
been achieved, at least not as far as rhe ACP cirizen
can see.
Despite the special trade preferences, [he ACP coun-
rries' share of Community imports has fallen from 8.1
to 5.20/0. Agriculture is not yet sufficiently advanced.
Essential needs in the areas of health, education and
above all food as well as housing have nor been satis-
fied. The financial aid has been spenr on whar have
been called the cathedrals in the desert. Too lirtle has
been done to implemenr efficienr projecrs that are
commensurate with the overall development policy of
the country concerned. The implementation of many
pro.iects has not been adequately observed and eval-
uated. Is this not an important task for those delegated
to oversee these projects?
Another ray of light in Lom6 III is rhe grearer ar.ren-
tion it pays ro rhe refugee problem, which is rhrearen-
ing to assume enormous proporrions in Africa. Ir
offers the prospect of projects and programmes for the
integration or reintegrarion of refugees or returning
emigrants. This is very laudable. But is there no way of
preventing this evil? Food shortages and conflicr sirua-
tions have resulted in many people being allowed to
cross frontiers, a major problem not only for the peo-
ple themselves but also for rhe recipient counrries,
many of which are already in serious difficulty. Can
consultation structures nor be developed to remedy
this situation?
Another point in Lom6 III's favour is the emphasis it
places on human rights. The reference it makes to the
Charter of the Unircd Nations is imporranr. Everyone
seems to be agreed on rhis, but rhe individual whose
righrc are violated still has no means of defence or of
appealing against such injusrice. The recognirion of
the role played by women in development is impor-
tant. But it must be ensured rhat rhey conrinue to con-
tribute to the development process. How can rhe Con-
vention be implemented withour rhe cooperation of
the social partners, both in Europe and in the ACP
countries? Not a grear deal is said abour this in
Lom6 III, although there is an urgenr need for srruc-
tured cooperation.
A very importanr aspec[ is social and cultural coopera-
tion. But in our view too lirrle money is still being set
aside for training and education, which are surely the
most important stepping-srones to self-sufficiency.
The provisions which seek to encourage privare invest-
ment are extremely welcome. Can they nol be accom-
panied by a code of conduct rowards the workforce of
the undenakings concerned ?
Finally, we are sorry rhar the new Convention srill
leaves a grear deal ro be desired in rhe financial sphere,
in terms nor only of volume but also of rhe speed at
which paymenrs are made, the slowness of adminisrra-
tive procedures and the effectivenes of rhe decisions
mken. And rhis is nor ro menrion rhe major problem of
debt burdens. Lom6 III is but one srep towards the
great ideals envisaged in 1975. \7e still have a long
way to go, bur rhe many serious obstacles that remain
do not alter the fact thar the Convenrion forms an
extremely valuable, even unique basis for Nonh-South
consultations, which musr be exploited rc the full.
Mr Christopher Jackson (ED). 
- 
Mr President, like
my colleagues I would like to join in rhanking rhe rap-
porteur for an excellenr and comprehensive repon.
Vith the conclusion of the Lom6 III Convention well
over half the aid provided by the European Com-
muniry will go ro rhe counrries of Africa, rhe Carib-
bean and the Pacific which is, in population terms,
900/o African. Ve should nor forger and I am very glad
that the Cohen repon emphasizes this 
- 
that rhe
European Communiry has a world role, a role dictated
not least by rhe fact that we are the world's major
trading power. So, even as we move funher with Lom6
and its special relationships, it is righr to affirm our
intention to srrengrhen our links wirh the countries of
Asia and Larin America by exploring avenues of
mutual benefit with them.
Turning to the Convention itself, my group is glad ro
welcome it as a real advance, with major areas of
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improvement, which make it, in most respects, a wor-
thy development of this unique model of North-South
relationships. I think the negotiators, despite all the
problems they had, are to be congratulated.
However, all is not well. Funds, while substantially
increased, are never enough. !7e wish they could be
more, but we recognize the economic constraints
under which rhe Community operates and we think it
would be wrong at this moment to give unjustified
hopes of a funher increase. As we worked on the new
Convention, we obviously looked back at what had
been achieved in past years and, as Mrs Focke
emphasized, the sad fact is that, despite the billions of
ECU spent by the European Community and other
donors in the last thirty years, the problems of Africa
are greater rhan ever. Quite apart from che terrible
famine, there are today more people in absolute pov-
eny in Africa than there were thirty years ago. Food
production per capita in Africa has been declining for
at least ren years. As Mr McPherson, the administrator
of the US aid, said recently ''!(i'estern resources and
intentions are not enough. The real burden of decision
and action must lie with the African countries them-
selves'. That is not to decry the enormous achieve-
ments in some areas but to point out that Africa is
going downhill so far as the welfare of its populace is
concerned. That is the magnitude of the challenge that
Lom6 III faces.
I am glad therefore to see in the new Convention
provision for much more detailed programming dis-
cussions which should help us to fit our aid more
effectively to the ACP countries' own plans than we
managed to do before. Ve shall expect the Commis-
sion to keep back some extra resources in order to
back programmes rhat have been shown to be panicu-
larly effective in stimulating food production and rural
economies. This is the sort of flexibility we really want
to see. Conversely, if programmes are not going well
rhey should be re-examined. Equally, we shall look for
greater coordination between Lom6 III and Member
State bilateral programmes because, added together,
there is no doubt they account for far and away the
greatest proponion of aid received by ACP States. AII
this must be in the interests of greater effectiveness in
helping the poorest of the poor.
I think the heart of this must lie in what we call rather
cumbersomely ex-post evaluation. Ve jusr have to
learn faster and better rohat really works and what
does not. I ask the Commission to take very careful
note of our commenr regarding this and I promise
that my group will be following its progress on these
with very close attention.
Of course, aid is not the whole Convention. '!fle sup-
port strongly the new emphasis on human righrs for,
alas, government by minorities with lack of respect,
for human rights does not occur only in South Africa.
One part of the Convention that my group finds less
than satisfactory relates to trade. In rhe medium and
long term our openness as a Community to increased
impons from developing countries is far more impor-
mnr rhan aid. It is the only way they will get them-
selves up off the bottom of the world's economy. Ve
will have ro try to find a better way round the difficul-
ties caused by one Member State or ano[her blocking,
for relatively minor reasons, concessions which other
countries would be willing to give.
Finally, we welcome the idea of guarantees under
Lom6 III for private investment. My group put this
forward in the first place, and we are glad to see it in
the Convention. Like Mrs De Backer-Van Ocken, we
would also welcome it being linked m appropriate
codes of conduct.
'We cannot be fully satisfied with this Convention, but
it does represent a significant step in the right direc-
tion and it does include much of the thinking of this
Parliament. !7e hope that the parliaments of the Mem-
ber States will see fit rc ratify it with all rapidiry.
Mr Trivelli (COM). (IT) Mr President, Mr
Cohen's repon undoubtedly emphasises the posirive
aspects of the third Lom6 Convenrion. First of all there
is the signing of the Convention itself, after a great
deal of very hard work over a long period; and then
there are the new features that it contains, of which we
have been so many times reminded, and at such
length, so that I shall only refer to them to emphasis
the value of the priorities that they imply autono-
mous and self-sufficient development, rhe emphasis on
agriculture, the role of the social parlners, the partici-
pation of the private sector, and cultural co-operarion.
However, Mr Cohen also emphasises, and rightly so,
the three grave defects of the Convention: the inade-
quacy of funds, the fact that it is nor included in the
Community's general budget, and the trade restric-
tions. To these we might add a number of critical,
problematical aspects: there is no guaranree as to [he
speed of the procedures in general and the expenditure
procedures in panicular, and there is no guarantee as
to the ability to plan effectively.
I also read, in the brief outline of the Commission's
programme for 1985 
- 
which we shall be discussing
- 
a very succinct reference to the Third Lom6 Con-
vention. Its breviry may perhaps be redeemed by the
clear intention to plan, but, however, there still
remains here, as well, a suggestion of summariness and
undervaluation.
'!(hat does che European Parliamenr, aware as ir is of
these limimtions, propose doing to overcome them?
This is in fact the political crux of the matter. !7ell, we
have to help the Commission and the organs of the
Community to work to improve the Convention whilst
it is being applied. And this means at least rhree things:
there must be more funds immediately, without wair-
ing, that is, for another five years so as ro have wider
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funds available; we musr resolve rhe real problem,
which is the problem of rhe cusroms sysrem; and, fin-
ally, we have to reform the Communiry's agriculcural
policy because, without this reform, we shall nor solve
the other problem 
- 
and I do not mean rhe problem
of emergency aid for hunger throughout rhe world,
but the chronic, deep-roored shorrage in Africa.
I should like very briefly to draw the Assembly's atten-
tion ro two orher poinrs. Lom6 is nor designed specifi-
cally to solve rhe problems of development and hun-
ger. And yet it is bound up implicitly with those
problems, so that I think emphasis should be given to
the decision raken at Busumbura, which is referred ro
in the general resolution, and which reaffirms the need[o create an adequate alarm sysrem, srraregic srocks
and an irrigarion programme. I rhink thar, when
applying the Lom6 Convention, this whole ser of pro-
posals that sprang from rhe Busumbura conference
must be taken into accounr.
Finally, one last observation. In his explanarory srare-
ment, Mr Cohen shows a cenain concern for rhe
incernational picture and the freeze of rhe Nonh-
South dialogue. But where does this freeze originate?
'!7e cannot, Mr Jackson 
- 
and it was you [har
referred to indebredness and devaluarion 
- 
avoid ask-
ing ourselves this. Vhy is rhere this freeze? It comes
from an economic point of view, a concept of free
enterprise, which I would call 'Reaganian'. And I say
this with no desire ro srir up a discussion or srarr an
argument about rheories, bur because we have to be
aware of the facr rhar rhe Third \7orld counrries lack
autonomous accumulative power, and it is made to
work on a policy of laisser-faire for rhese counr.ries.
'\flhat is necessary here is a rransfer of wealth,
re.sources and technology, and rhis requires planned,
responsible public acrion by rhe industrialised coun-
tries. Can the European Parliamenr open rhis grear
chapter, looking ro Europe, to democratic Roosevel-
tian America, to the non-aligned countries 
- 
and
even to the counrries of rhe East, if you want to, cir-
cumspectly 
- 
[o creare this grear turning point 
- 
the
reopening of the Norrh-South dialogue, which can
only happen on an economic basis of something more
than laisser-faire, and which musr take inro accounr
how dreadful it would be for the world if rhe gap
between the North and Sourh of our planer were ro
grow still wider?
Mr Chinaud (L). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, I too should
like to add my voice to those who earlier compli-
mented the rapponeur for rhe fact that his motion for
a resolution received the approval of all rhe polidcal
groups.
Lom6 III exisrs, and that in itself is a good thing.
Lom6 III exists despire irs resrricted budget. I would
add that in this area, as in orhers, there is evidence all
too often of an attitude wirhin the Community institu-
tions 
- 
whether Council or Commission, and we shall
be taking this up r,omorrow 
- 
which some would
qualify as 'the Fontainebleau spirit', but which I would
prefer to call 'the spirit of rhe catalogue of irresponsi-
biliry', as those who compile a catalogue of good
intentions invariably omir ro provide the necessary
funds. In this respect it will be necessary to find the
financial resources ro implement Lom6 III. Failing this
it will be necessary ro currail our aspirarions.
Lom6 III exists, and that in irself is a srep in the right
direction.
It is a step forward where human rights are concerned.
It is an improvemenr as regards whar I mighr call
determining srrategies. It is also an improvement as
regards cooperation berween ACP srares and overseas
territories and deparumenrs, for ir will edge them
towards closer regional cooperation, panicularly in
the Caribbean and rhe Pacific and, I might add, in the
area of the Indian Ocean.
All of these improvements have led me, on behalf of
the Liberal and Democraric Group, to add my voice to
the appeal to our narional parliamenrs ro ratify
Lom6 III as quickly as possible.
There are improvements, bur there are also some less
desirable facets. I have already referred to the budget.
I should like to add anorher poinr, echoing the views
expressed earlier by the chairman of the Committee on
Cooperarion and Development, namely rhat Lom6 III
would clearly be berter if we could scale down rhe
technocracy and administrarion.
For us, however, rhe spirit of Lom6 answers one of the
fundamenral rasks of the Community, namely the
development of the poorest countries on earrh. Ar
issue is a quesrion of the Community's dignity and his-
rory. It is a matter of ir balancing role in the world
arena, both economic and political.
Dignity and history ar rhe service of humaniry, of
course. At presenr more rhan 500 million men, women
and children are under-nourished. How many will
there be in the year 2000? Perhaps twice rhat number.
Dignity requires rhat we deal with rhis issue as a mar-
ter of priority. There are also economic considera-
tions. Do we realize rhar more than 400/o of the Com-
munity's exporrs go to Third lWorld counrries? Put
another way, rhe Third \florld is far and away rhe
Community's best customer. Bur rhere are political
reasons too, for there is, of course, something else
which 
.jusrifies our policy with regard to the Third
Vorld, and rhat is purely and simply common sense,
the realization rhar rhe gap berween Norrh and South
could one day tear the world aparr. Efforrs ro prevenr
this are also part of Europe's vocation.
I should like to make rwo comments before conclud-
ing.
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On the issue of hunger we have all too often heard
complainrs from various quarters, but particularly
from rhe Ethiopian Government, about the deficien-
cies in the aid provided by a number of Communiry
Member States. Only a few moments ago one of the
Members of this House referred to a financial and
economic blockage. It is about time we clarified some
misconceptions in this area. One should realise that
there are two superpowers in the world. One of these
prefers to supply its special ally, Ethiopia 
- 
the coun-
try most affected by hunger 
- 
with arms. That super-
power would do well to give priority to food aid,
rather than arms. That would be a more responsible
attitude.
In concluding, Mr President, I should like to say that
we attach the utmost priority to assisting all states to
come to adopt a policy conrrolling population growth.
This involves wrestling with the institutions, in order
to force them to concentrate on micro projects, and to
refrain as was stated earlier, from erecting cathedrals
which serve no useful purpose in the middle of the
desen.
(Applause from the centre and tbe right)
IN THE CHAIR: MR GRIFFITHS
Vice-President
Mr Guermeur (RDE). 
- 
(FR) I have not got much
to add to what Mr Chinaud said. I shall merely try to
provide a brief account of the perils and hopes affect-
ing Lom6lII.
I should like to begin by congrarulating the rapporteur
on his excellent repon and pay tribute to his effons in
a difficult field, for I consider that Lom6 breaks new
ground in Nonh/South relations. It is at present a
unique instrument among industrialized countries,
where the Community is, I feel, a front runner. Fully
50% of all Community aid is channelled to the Lom6
Convention. It is also an expanding policy, as is evid-
enced by rhe arrival of 20 new associate states over the
past ten years, and that 990/o of ACP products have
free access to Community markets. It is a realistic,
rather than a utopian policy. \7e are interested in the
developing countries as they are, rather than as we
would like them to be. \7e have created efficient insd-
ru[ions, and the Joint Committee and Consultative
Assembly make fruitful and open dialogue possible.
This is something I find very positive. Lom6 III has,
funhermore, been endowed with clear guiding princi-
ples. Its working principles include youth promotion,
respect for national sovereignty, equality among part-
ners, interdependence and conciliation; man is the
focal point of everything, and priority is given to the
pooresr nations. I consider it a truly admirable body of
doctrine.
I also approve of the choice of priority areas. Agricul-
rure and rural development: it is, I feel, a wise choice,
to attempt to begin by developing the bases. Secondly,
rhe inclusion of fisheries in Lom6 III is a very signifi-
canr development, given that its cost effectiveness level
is one of the highest anyvhere. Industry was singled
out in a resolution by the Joint Committee, calling for
the creation of a special fund of 50 million ECUs to
promote joint ventures between EEC and ACP under-
takings, and this is something I also welcome. Finally,
the inclusion of an effective strategy to combat famine
and desenification is also significant. This all adds up
to making Lom6 III a notable improvement on its two
predecessors.
As there is invariably no joy without pain, it would, I
feel, be dishonest to a[tempt to gloss over some of the
more questionable aspects of Lom6 III. These include
a growing distrust among the partners, protracted
negotiating procedures, undue delays, a financial
endowment which fell far shon of what we would
have wished, and a number of misgivings. The policy
dialogue and the abonive request for funding from the
EDF should also be borne in mind. This shows that,
although proceeding satisfactorily, the Lom6 Conven-
tion is clearly leading to a hardening of posirions.
\Torsening living conditions, famine, desenification,
polirical instability, the misery and death caused by
war and the emergence of ideological intolerance and
which is not unrelated to the fact that demographic
growth easily outstrips economic growth, by a ratio of
up to I to 3 are all cause for concern.
Vhat conclusions can be put forward briefly? I believe
the general course to be followed is clear. One should
use the institutions to the full in order to promote
on-going conciliation, and refrain from attempts 'to
reduce the Convention in a sort of non-descript Third
\7orld forum. Ve must remain guided by our contrac-
tual commitments, for such a policy is the only one
which ensures progress.
Finally, I believe it is worth highlighdng a growing
convergence between the Common Agricultural Policy
and development policies being pursued by the poorest
countries. I feel this success may be attributed to coop-
eration between the EEC and African States, panicu-
larly on diversificadon.
In concluding, Mr President, I should like rc make
several very cautious remarks on [he subject of human
rights, about which so much has already been said. I
feel one may say that human rights contain the germ
of development 
- 
one cannot deny it 
- 
but I feel it is
even more true to say that development is a precursor
of human rights. If we can keep this constantly in
mind, perhaps we will be able to avoid an undue ten-
dency towards the ideological quarrels and misgivings
which only hinder the very cooperation for which we
are striving.
(Applausefrom tbe centre and the right)
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Mr Verbeek (ARC). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I see this
rhird Lom6 Convention as nothing more than the out-
come of the prevailing balance of power, with the
Community making the demands and giving the
orders. This Convention is still geared to the enrich-
ment of Europe. Vestern Europe urgently needs its
former colonies if it is to remain an economic super-
power alongside the United Starcs, Japan, the Soviet
Union and an emergent South-East Asia.
The European industries greedily take advanuge of
the ACP countries as markets for their products, of
the raw materials produced in these countries, dictat-
ing the low prices they obtain, and of the favourable
conditions due to low taxes and wages, less stringent
environmental legislation and so on. This is what we
call the free market, and it is incompatible with self-
determination, independence, democracy and balance
in the world. The Lom6 Convention is a neo-colonial
agreement. The text of Lome III devotes many splen-
did words ro cooperarion and aid, especially aid to the
srarving. Mr President, words do not go hungry, and
there are no words to describe hunger. How powerless
are our debates, reports and resolutionsl History will
forget our words, but not the Community's failure,
shon-sightedness and insatiable appetite for growth.
The Cohen report and motion for a resolution reveal
an intolerable dichotomy between the fine words of
Lomd III and the niggardly financial resources to be
provided. Lom6 III is a crutch designed to enable the
ACP countries to work harder in the Community's
interests.
Mr d'Ormesson (DR). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, on
human righrc the report by Mr Cohen contains invest-
ments for the future 
- 
improvements which we
should like to srress. \U7e should like to make this clear
to him at the outset. However, we feel obliged to
make the following comments. Today hunger, malnu-
rrition and desertification affect a large pan of Africa.
Despirc the effons of the United States, the Com-
munity and several industrialized countries it has not
been possible to arrest the process of decline. Vorse, it
is involving more and more people. As the ravages of
hunger spread they bring in their wake more and more
violent upheavals. The rise in oil prices and the stagna-
tion or reduction in aid from industrialized countries,
caused by the economic crisis affecting some of them,
funher aggravate the devastating effects of these
phenomena on developing countries.
Because this situation is totally unacceptable in the
light of the Christian principles which have shaped it,
'the Community is devoting a large part of its resources
to the Lome Convention. But the economic and moral
crisis affecting the developing countries takes the form
of a steady decline in the growth of their international
vade, a widening balance of payments deficit and the
exploitation of poverty in the interests of international
communrsm.
The logic of the situation demands that the Com-
munity's wish to combat poverty should go hand in
hand with its determination to fight communism. To
refuse to do so would be tantamount to compliciry.
The Community cannot, therefore, confine its
Nonh/South policy to food aid, to aiding rhe
development of the ACP countries and, on the basis of
Anicle 2 of the Convention demonstrating its commit-
ment to respect the right of all peoples to make their
own political choices when it is often the case that
these choices are based not on genuine emancipation
but on pressures from the Soviet Union and im allies.
Let us open our eyes to the facts. Ve must be prepared
to come to grips with the underlying causes of poverty
in Africa, namely civil war which only serves foreign
interests. It is vital that we urge the warring factions in
Chad, Ethiopia, Eritrea, Mozambique, Zimbabwe,
Angola and elsewhere to negotiate a ceasefire, the
withdrawal of foreign troops and, where transpon is
concerned, to give priority rc food aid rather than
weapons.
Is there any need to point out that 600/o of arms sales
are to developing countries? Because it lacks the cour-
age to call on the ACP countries to state in the pream-
ble to the Lom6 Convention that the right of peoples
to determine their own destiny is limited by the right
of others to live, means that we have allowed a moral
principle to be twisted and transformed into a weapon
for despotism and totalitarianism.
\(hy do we hypocritically single out South Africa,
where famine is conspicuously absent, for criticism
and attack, while our own countries and 37 black Afri-
can nat,ions maintain trade relations which are vital to
our economies and to tha[ of the European Com-
muniry?
Exporrs from my country, France, like that of several
Community countries, to the Republic of South Africa
increased by 200/o last year whereas our impons from
the Cape and Durban rose by 350/o between 1983 and
I 984.
In my view, it would be more useful to ry and dis-
cover why, of the 20 Communiry-financed farm pro-
jects in black Africa, 13 are in serious difficulry. The
fighr against hunger, increased food production, a
general improvement in the standard of living all
depend on peace and freedom and the promotion of
free trade, and not on hypocrisy and illusions.
(Applause from tbe centre and the rigbt)
Mr Ulburghs (NI).- (NL) Mr President, as a mem-
ber of the European Parliament's Committee on
Development and Cooperation I congratulate Mr
Cohen on his excellent report. Nonetheless, I should
like to refer to four inconsistencies and problems for
which his report suBgests no more than inadequate
solutions.
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I note that, although famine is spreading at an alarm-
ing rate in Africa as a result of droughr and deserrifi-
cation, Lom6 III calls for a funher increase in rhe
export of ACP agricultural producrs to Europe. Mr
President, is this nor a glaring inconsisrency? In a
self-sufficiency srraregy, can rhe food exponed ro
Europe not be used to meet these countries' own
needs, in the first insrance ro feed the people in Africa
rather than our animals?
Secondly, the insistence that rhe Stabex and Sysmin
funds be used in the relevanr secrors will in fact
encourage funher export orientarion and monocul-
tures. As we all know, much of rhe besr land in Africa
belongs to large agro-business concerns, some of rhem
European, which grow agriculrural products on a
large scale, not to feed the hungry in Africa bu,t for
their own profit. \U/ould it not be betrer to use guaran-
teed incomes for local food sraregies in Africa?
Thirdly, I go along with the warning in rhe Cohen
repon that tourism enrails serious risks for rhe coun-
tries concerned by rhreatening rheir cultural identity,
encouraging begging, crearing islands of prosperiry in
a sea of human misery and placing the emphasis on rhe
construct.ion of chic tourist centres for rich westerners.
May I ask the honourable Members of this Parlia-
ment, whether presenr or nor, no[ ro pay their firsr vis-
its to Africa as tourists. Ir might be berter if we gave
the money to the non-governmenral organizarions and
the missionaries who ser up useful and small-scale
development projects.
Nor am I so convinced of the advantages of large-
scale private investmenr. I agree wirh Mrs De Backer-
Van Ocken that European mulrinational undertakings
must be required to abide by a code of conduct. Could
the revised Vredeling directive nor be extended ro
cover the subsidiaries of European firms operating in
Africa and the ACP counrries? This directive concerns
the obligation to inform workers and their righr to a
say in the activities of European multinarional under-
takings in Africa and rhe ACP countries.
To conclude, I should jusr like to add that Lom6 III
must be accompanied by a fundamenral change of
structure and attitude.
Mr Baget-Bozzo (S). 
- 
(17) Mr President, ir is not
up to us, but the national parliamenrs, ro have rhe last
word on' this Convenrion. But the Cohen Report,
which is highly critical, allows us to send a double
message. First 
- 
the Convention is adequare now but
will not remain so far a five-year period. Secondly 
-national aid musr be co-ordinated with European aid,
and I say this with reference to the fact that ir was
indeed the Italian decision to rransfer part of its aid
from unilateral ro European level that allowed
Lom6 III ro see rhe lighr of day.
Lom6 III can once again therefore be considered as
something positive, even wirh these Iimirarions, since it
puts forward at least some ideas and some srrategies
for dealing with the problem.
As an indication of how far the presenr siruation has
deteriorated, I should like to recall whar happened
recently in Rome. The counrries of rhe Vest and the
OPEC countries discussed closing rhe Internarional
Agricultural Developmenr Fund, which is a Unired
Nations Agency responsible for granting loans ro small
farmers.
Now it is however remarkable that, in recent years,
the production of cereals has grown considerably, rhar
market prices have fallen over rhe last thirry years, and
that there has even been surplus agricultural produc-
tion in many Asian countries. This quesrion is in fact
correlated to rhe inadequacy of the free market,
because this wealrh of agricultural production has not
affected the dramatic link berween hunger and
development.
The desire now to penalise the small farmers 
- 
who
are after all, the key to rhe quesrion of the fighr
againsr hunger in rhe world, for rhe very reason rhar
they are the worst sufferers from it and, on the other
hand, they are in the best position ro provide for rheir
own self-sufficiency 
- 
shows the lack of any basic
appreciarion of the problem. On the one hand, that is
an indication of rhe inadequacy of rhe free market
and, on the other hand, it shows rhe lack of under-
standing of how the fight againsr hunger in rhe world
should be conducred roday, in terms of growrh and
equilibrium.
Again in Rome, the Food and Agricultural Organisa-
tion has reminded us rhar aid has its limirations; in
other words, it has reminded us rhat the system of aid
and industrialized agriculture has in fact made rhe
situation worse, and rhat the opportuniry does exisr to
create a future in which rhere will be hope for every-
one. Thousands of small-scale projecrs are being
implemented all over rhe world, even rhough they are
spread our. This is rhe new horizon.
The imperus given by this Parliamenr is along these
lines, and I think it is imponanr, rherefore, ro remem-
ber this.
Mr Vergeer (PPE). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I should
like to congrarulate Mr Cohen on his excellenr reporr
and say that I am happy rhis debate is mking place for
three reasons.
Firstly, the facr that a new Convention has been signed
is a step in the righr direcrion. Secondly, it is righr rhar
Parliament should be able ro deliver its opinion on rhe
new Convenrion before rhe ratificarion debates in rhe
Member States are complered, and thirdly, rhis debate
gives me an opportuniry of making a few commenrs on
our development and cooperation policy in general. I
should like to congratulare rhe Commission and our
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ACP panners on their success in drawing up this new
Convention.
In content, the new Convention is an improvement on
its predecessor. Cenain aspects of policy instruments
have been revised, and new areas of cooperation have
been indicated. But although the new Convention cov-
ers a wider field, the same certainly cannot be said of
the financial section. I fully appreciate that all the
Member States are pursuing a policy of thrift at the
moment. Bur if credibility is to be retained, there must
continue to be a clear link between the objectives that
are set, the instruments that are to be used and the
financial resources that are set aside for the purpose.
In che new Convention this link has clearly come
under pressure.
Including the Member States of the Community, the
Lom6 Convention now has 75 member countries and
may soon have 78. But however much it may be
emphasized that this cooperation under an interna-
tional treaty is unique, the fact remains that the Com-
munity must not restrict its attention to these coun-
tries. To put it more strongly, unless an active policy is
pursued in many other areas, cooperation under the
Lom6 Convention has very limited prospecm. I will
only mention the Stabex system, which cannot com-
pensate for the vinual absence of effective agreements
on raw materials. And the debt problem hangs like a
dark cloud over the developing and developed coun-
ries. Slowly but surely protectionism is creeping into
our trade system.
The new Convention gives clearer expression than its
predecessors to the realization that simply meeting
food requirements is a goal that many of our par[ners
can achieve only with great difficulty. Such phrases as
rural development, self-sufficiency where required and
the stimuladon of food production for the market
have become stereotype concepts in recent years. This
reorientation was needed. In Africa per capiu food
production has been falling steadily for many years.
Unless this trend is reversed, regular periods of famine
will be a permanent phenomenon, with all that it
entails for Africa's development.
Faced with this situation, we must have the courage to
ask whether the present development policy, concep-
tually and financially, allows us to see light at rhe end
of the tunnel. Or are we slowly but surely losing the
battle, and is a whole conrinent sliding into permanent
hunger and undernourishment? Taken as a whole, this
ques[ion defies anything but a speculative answer.
Moreover, there are clear examples of areas where a
development process has been set in motion in a rela-
tively shon space of time, resulting in some developing
countries becoming'newly indusrialized countries'.
Ve are under an obligation to our partners to take this
question seriously. \Vhy has the policy of cooperation
with the new African countries not eliminated hunger?
\(ihy is Africa slowly but surely losing its share of the
European market to Asian and Latin American export-
ers? These are disturbing questions, but they must be
asked. Itr(henever we talk about the security of food
supplies, we must also realize that in very many cases
there is no such thing:people are hungry 
- 
more and
more of them; millions of people are leaving their
homelands 
- 
more and more of them; large areas are
turning into desen or infenile land 
- 
more and more
of them.
Ir is sometimes said that to ask the question is to
answer it. I am afraid that our approach will not auto-
matically resulr in our emerging from the tunnel into
the light. Let us study these hard facts ourselves and
with our partners in the time to come, because neither
they nor we will be forgiven if we close our eyes to the
reality of rhe siruarion.
Mr Turner (ED).- Mr President, I want to raise one
specific matter and that is to call for consideration for
a new subject 
- 
the use of cane-sugar as a feedstock
in biotechnology. This is wirhout any prejudice at all
to the sanctity of the sugar protocol, of course. Never-
theless, if there were an additional market for sugar
then it would be very good for all sugar producers and
for the world sugar price. There is also the prospect in
the near future of a market for sugar as feedstock for a
new biotechnology industry, which wilI cenainly grow
up in the next few years.
America and Japan already have competitive prices.
The ACP can never provide a competitive price for
sugar as feedstock for a biotechnology industry in
Europe, and something has to be done about it.
The ACP countries have in the last month already
shown interest in rhe possibilities for cane sugar in this
market. I believe we ought to help them in this consid-
eration and in their studies. I believe we should be
sympatheric about considering new pricing and mar-
keting systems and ideas for a new sugar market 
- 
a
new area where sugar can be used 
- 
which will be of
benefit particularly to the ACP countries.
Mr President, may I therefore ask that we give consid-
eration to this in this Parliament in the near future?
Mr Andrews (RDE). 
- 
Mr President, I should like to
take the opportunity of congratulating Mr Cohen on
the inrcgrity and excellence of his repon. I think it
would be improper of Parliament not to acknowledge
the work the smff of the Commission has done over
the past six months in helping with development aid
and emergency aid.
'S7'e have heard a great deal, in the course of this
debate, about self-reliance. I am one of those three
Members of this Parliament who, in the past 10 days,
have travelled rhousands of miles rhrough devasrated
areas of Sudan, in Nonhern Ethiopia and in Eritrea. If
somebody in this House has more knowledge than I
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have as to how rhe areas in rhe Sahel devasrated by
drought, where projecr wonh thousands of ECU
have been poured in, can be developedl where warer
can be found in these desens; where people who had
water 3r/z to 4 years ato no longer have it, he should
tell me how self-reliant rhese people can be. k is this
natural catastrophe rhat has broughr the horrors and
agonies of this famine upon those people.
One of the major problems that I saw there was thar
food aid is being used by the armed forces of Erhiopia,
who indeed, themselves are selling that food on rhe
black market to traders who again sell it on rhe black
market. Ve have documentary evidence to prove rhat.
I would say, judging by the figures available ro us 
-and we shall, in due course, be issuing a repon to the
Committee on Development and Cooperation 
- 
rhar
at leasr 150/o but maybe even 300/o of the food aid is
not getring through to the people of Ethiopia.
Let me just say this however. It is not simply Ethiopia.
It is the same in Chad, and in Mali, but all we hear
about in this Parliamenr is Ethiopia alone. I am nor
saying that we should stop food aid to Erhiopia. I am
saying that we should have a clear and more precise
check on the siruation and thar the supervision should
be carefully provided by agencies of the European
Parliament.
There is no question but that rhe problem is one of
supervision, and this supervision is nor being provided.
Under the Lom6 Convention we are told rhat we can-
not interfere. I do not suggest we interfere with the
political issues. I suggest that on a humanitarian basis
we supervise all food aid, wlrerever it goes, and I think
that this is one of rhe major things that musr be done
by the European Parliament.
Mr Kuijpers (ARC). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, ladies
and gentlemen, previous speakers have made it suffi-
ciently clear rhat the Cohen reporr on rhe Lom6 Con-
vention signed on 8 December 1984 indicates rhe need
for a North-South spirit, but this does nor in ircelf
mean that there has been any change of actual political
will. Vith Niall Andrews and Paul Howell, we spenr a
few days in the Horn of Africa, where we saw wirh
our ow'n eyes that rhe writren word has still done
nothing to change reality. I will confine myself ro
quoting just a few of the facts.
In the Sudanese capital, Khanoum, we heard the mes-
sage of peace as Vice-President Bush was welcomed,
but in the same city, on l8January 1985, anorher
Ghandi, Mohammed Taha, was hanged for all to see,
without any proresr worth mentioning. In Eritrea, as
Mr Andrews has said, the Sovier Migs continue to fly
and shower napalm bombs on a peaceloving people.
The atmosphere of the Bujumbura congress has not
yet died away, and we hear rhar already ren develop-
ment helpers are being unceremoniously expelled afrer
years of loyal service. The arms trade between Europe
and the developing countries continues unabated
under the Lom6 Convention, as the latest figures
show.
In other words, Mr President, everphing that happens
here today and the Lom6 III Convention itself, neces-
sary though it may be, will remain a dead letter unless
we establish a political code against which the spirit of
day-to-day Nonh-South relations can be measured.
Mr Pantazis (S).- (GR) Mr President, I feel obliged
to begin my speech by congratulating Mr Cohen, who
despite the burden of personal problems, was able to
complete on time the reporr in quesion, in which rhe
scope of the Lom6 III Convention is analysed with
clarity and absolute accuracy.
Compared with the previous conventions, the content
of the new convention is positive and represents an
improvement. After ren years of developmenral policy
within the Lom6 framework, and perhaps for the first
time, we can speak of negotiadons taking place in a
spirit of realism and understanding. Yet, the srage of
implementation remains more difficult and more
important. As Mr Cohen poinr our in his reporr, we
too believe that the inadequacy of the resources made
available will impede achievemenr of rhe Convenrion's
qualitative aims. As for the marrer of doing away wirh
protectionism on the Community's pan, our com-
ments can be summarised as follows:
Ve regard as a real achievement by the Community,
the fact that it is roday the market mosr open ro prod-
ucts from the Third \7orld, especially by comparison
with the marker of Japan and rhe United Srares. How-
ever, we should not disregard the negarive conse-
quences of such a policy, which adversely affecr
regions of the Communiry whose products are similar
to, and compete with those of the ACP counrries.
Ve agree with rhe view that ultimarely Sysmin will not
be able to make the most of irs resources, and thar
those resources will have to be converted to other uses.
However, we believe that they should be devored ro
the pressing needs faced today by many parrs of
Africa, mainly in the secror of provisioning and special
aid, and more parricularly the needs of refugees.
\7e fully share rhe view that a study should be carried
out to examine all possible ways in which the ECU
could be used as a means of dealing with the problems
created by the rising dollar in relation to the Third
\7orld debt.
'We welcome the improved arrangements for immi-
grants and students, and *re recognirion and participa-
tion of women in the process of development.
Finally, in connection with the racist situation in Sourh
Africa mentioned in the preamble ro rhe Convenrion,
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we explicitly declare our committment to basic human
rights and dignity. There is no alternative but to pro-
ceed decisively with specific measures leading to the
subsrantial realisation of those attitudes.
(Applausefrom the lefi)
Mr Bersani (PPE), Chairman of the Joint Committee of
the ACP-EEC Consultative Assembly. 
- 
(17) Mr
President, ladies and Bentlemen, I should like, in turn,
to express my full agreement with Mr Cohen's report:
it is a lucid, objective, realisdcally critical and, in the
main, constructive report. Other honourable members
have already emphasised the significance of our
debate, today, on the Convention.
\flhilst we await the powers of formal ratification of
the treaty, to replace the time-consuming procedure of
ratification by the parliaments of Member States, our
vote today, more so even than before, has a sense of
polidcal and moral ratification that is self-explanatory.
That is all the more true if we take into account the
role, of which we are insistently reminded by the reso-
lution, that our Parliament has played, both direcrly
and as a fundamental partner in the ACP-EEC parlia-
mentary institutions, in preparing the new Conven-
tion, in drawing up its more original innovative provi-
sions, and in applying constant pressure for the appro-
priate updating of its more important parts.
Our Assembly rightly feels called upon therefore, to
express its views on the complex questions implicit in
the Convention and, equally, on [he effect it automati-
cally has on all the North-South problems and, hence,
on one of the biggest questions of our time. On
8 December last year, in the capital of Togo, a small
miracle was consolidared and exrended, little more
than a quarter of a century after the beginning of
decolonization: all Africa now, with the accession of
Mozambique and the more likely hope of being able
soon to record also the accession of Angola and
Namibia, accedes to this agreement for co-operation
with Europe, as do also a substantial number of coun-
tries in the Caribbean and the Pacific, whose import-
ance as international nerve-centres is destined to
increase.
The renewal of the Convention, with appreciable
improvements 
- 
these being more of a qualitative
rhan a quantitative nature 
- 
and with a highly crirical
tone for the obvious inadequacy of the financial
resources of the ESF and the other financial and tech-
nical instruments, is even more important in a situation
of permanent stalemate in the negotiations in the
South, and against a world background of returning
protectionism, selfish bilateralism and permanent
unemployment.
The inclusion of human rights and the rights of peo-
ples, with the reiterated, uncompromising condemna-
tion of apartheid, together with the inclusion of cul-
tural co-operation, environmental questions 
- 
includ-
ing the fight against desertification 
- 
a more ade-
quate exploitation of economic resources, including
industry, small businesses and craft industries and fish-
eries, in close conjunction with the fundamental prior-
iry given to food self-sufficiency through real, authen-
tic farming policies 
- 
these are some of the new
items, alongside the reform of democratic institutions,
the strengthening of social participation, and collabor-
ation with the most vital elements in our societies.
I shall not repeat what those of my colleagues who
have spoken before me have already said. The Con-
vention, with its present financial limirc, has barely
covered the rate of inflation and more or less mken
account of new members, in a situation that is weighed
down by new necessities, encumbered by the grievous
burden of indebtedness, and shaken by natural disas-
rers of grear magnitude. Thar diminishes rhe role that
the Lom6 Convention might play in this vast context
of 75 countries and 4 continents. It leaves a role as a
stimularor, a reference point that has been made credi-
ble by joint effort, joint building by the ACP and our-
selves; a role that is capable of being used as a model
of international co-operation, and capable of influenc-
ing, if possible and co-ordinating 
- 
once again, if
possible 
- 
the many bilateral actions and actions by
international agencies, as well as by satellite Conven-
tions of the European Community imelf.
From this standpoint the Convention shows its ability
to define abjectives and possible strategies within the
framework of international co-operation. This, in the
end, is its greatest significance.
(Applause)
Mr Christensen (ARC). 
- 
(DA) Mr President, the
motion for a resolution unconsciously sums up the
essential weaknesses of Lom6 III. To begin with, the
financial resources which are allocated to the ACP
countries have declined in value when inflation is
taken into account.. Secondly, in the motion's own
words, no real progress has been made with regard to
the general terms of trade. Thirdly, the EEC restric-
tions on the impon of a large number of agricultural
products remain in force. The Lom6 III Convendon
thus does not really meet the basic demands of the
Nonh-South Dialogue.
Also we do not think it right for the Community to
interfere in the human righrc situation in the ACP
countries, and we warn against sowing this seed of
confrontation and conflict. The Stabex and Sysmin
arrangements also contain distinct neocolonialist fea-
tures. The Danish People's Movement against Mem-
bership of the European Community must therefore
point out that the UN is the proper forum for cooper-
ation with the developing countries, not the European
Community.
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Mr McGowan (S).- Many of our colleagues are ser-
ious about giving developmenr rhe prioriry rhar it does
deserve. I think we have to be serious and consistenr
and realistic about the new Lom6 Convention. \7e are
talking about a response which can only be described
as puny when compared with the scale of the develop-
ment challenges and the enormous problems rhat face
Africa and the rest of the developing world.
Mr President, I sometimes do really wonder how ser-
ious we are about mee[ing these challenges. I rhink we
have seen from rhe debate so far the conflicting infor-
mation there is about differenr parrs of Africa. The
need not to isolate panicular African countries
because some people do nor like rhe polidcs of the
government, the need not to discriminate politically or
economically against panicular counrries becomes
more and more apparent.
I think it is very disappointing indeed that rhe leader-
ship of this Parliament, following the very important
discussion we had in Burundi on Lom6, decided to
cancel rhe official visits ro Ethiopia and Uganda. It
was left to comrades and colleagues on [he Committee
on Development and Cooperation 
- 
Karharine
Focke, Niall Andrews and others 
- 
ro pracrise self-
help themselves and to visit those countries to bring
back information.
I think we have seen over a period of dme the isolarion
of countries like Ethiopia, a country rhat I visircd on
my way back from Burundi, a counrry that has been
isolated by \(/estern Europe. Only recently have their
been ministerial visits from my own counr.ry ro rhar
coun[ry, the first since the Ethiopian revolution. \7e
have seen Mr Bush declaring during his fact-finding
mission how pleased he was that he had boycotted
Ethiopia. And yet we know that we need real informa-
tion about those countries and I would hope rhar fairly
soon the leadership of this Parliament will be making
sure, despite the wasted opponuniries, the wasred
facilities, the waste of resources involved in cancelling
the official visits, that we will be making contact with
Ethiopia and some of the other 20-odd countries that
are facing so many problems.
I would also say that I am very disappointed indeed
that even the Parliament is taking rhe same view as
many politicians across the world, and the superpow-
ers. They are trying to add fuel ro cold-war politics,
even putting in a good word for South Africa and rhar
kind of evil regime at a time when in Erhiopia alone
10 million people's lives are at risk, while many, many
millions more across Africa are similarly threatened. I
think we have an opportunity ro demonsrrate our feel-
ings and influence our Member Snres, purting our
actions where we put our words and giving develop-
men[ the priority it deserves.
(Applause from the Socialist Group)
Mrs Rabbethge (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr Presidenr, hon-
ourable Members, the still rather timid and sensitive
Article 123 of the new Lom6 Convention shows,
rather indistinctly, yet more clearly than the former
Lom6 Conventions, rhat we women both on the ACP
and on the EEC side have obviously pestered the res-
ponsible authorities obsrinately and tiresomely
enough. Five years of persistent pressure has at lasr led
to the creation of the joint ACP-EEC working pany
on women, which is to establish the role of women in
the development process more precisely.
The resolution unanimously adopted in rhe Joint
Commitree in Burundi contains four main points
which show the fundamental issues ar srake. First, we
need practical action after the many rheoreric propo-
sals produced by countless ACP meerings. How ro do
this? In such a way, at any rare, as ro ensure thar in
future women are associated in good rime in the plan-
ning and development stages of all projects affecting
them.
Secondly, the national governments of the ACP are
requested to encourage the setring up of centres for
women's questions and women's organisations.
Thirdly, greater prioriry is to be given to rhe general
and vocational training of women than before, espe-
cially in the area of agriculture, health care, family
planning and drinking water supplies.
Fourthly, women musr be given access ro credit and
selling arrangements in small-scale trade and ro free
legal aid.
This resolution by the ACP-EEC women's group has a
wide significance for the climare of Nonh-South
cooperation. It will form an importanr basis for the
UN international women's conference to be held in
Nairobi in June this year.
(Applause from tbe centre)
Mr Clinton D*is, Member of the Commission. 
- 
Mr
Presidenr, I am speaking to Parliament today on
behalf of Commissiqner Narali who has special res-
ponsibility for developmenr and coopera[ion, but who
is representing rhe Commission at the International
Conference on Vorld Hunger, which is taking place
in Geneva. I am sure thar all of us are following wirh
very great concern the debarc on rhe quantity and
quality of food aid being provided by the international
community for the African countries hit by drought
and famine. Therefore we awair with interest the
results of the Geneva Conference. Mr Natali will be
reporting to you after his return to Strasbourg romor-
row.
May I first say rhar I rhought thar rhis was a very posi-
tive and imponanr debate. I think it has given eloquent
tesrimony to the views of many millions of people
throughour the Community on the issues which have
been addressed by Lom6 III. I would like to pay, if I
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may, as many others have done, a special rribure ro rhe
rapporteur who has rackled his usk wirh consummare
skill. I know that ir is invidious ro mention or to single
out other Members of Parliamenr, but may I be for-
given on this occasion for paying my own tribute to
Mrs Focke who has made a magnificent contriburion
to the debate on the Third Vorld over so long a
period of time and who has done so yet again today.
If I speak at rather grearer lengrh than otherwise I
would have chosen, perhaps I may be forgiven,
because the subjects thar we address are so significant.
The repon and the resolurion before us are of great
importance. Lom6 is rhe mosr advanced and compre-
hensive component of the Communiry's developmenr
policy. The renewal of rhe Convention has been the
result, as has been poinred our by a number of hon-
ourable Members, of long, arduous negotiations wirh
so much at stake. So Parliamenr's opinion is obviously
of tremendous imponance, parricularly since rhis vote
provides it wirh an opponuniry to check on rhe exrenr
to which the guidelines ir put forward for rhe negotia-
tions just prior to their commencemen[ have been
given effect. That is precisely whar your rapporueur
has established.
In general terms, your resolurion approves of rhe Con-
vention, despite cenain shortcomings, and I shall be
discussing the main one 
- 
the financial resources 
-in a moment. The Commission takes rhe same view
and was aware on enrering on rhe negoriations rhar it
was facing an immensely difficult challenge in a hostile
economic environment. Despite that, the new Conven-
tion contains many new and valuable guidelines and
provisions and is much more specific than irs predeces-
sors in identifying rhe priority aims of development
and the means of achieving them. It also contains
many of the points which the Commission hope to
secure at the outset of the talks.
The resolution nores that the new Convention is also
broadly in accordance with the guidelines pur forward
by Parliamenr and the ACP-EEC Consulrative Assem-
bly, and thus marks an improvement. Thar is my view
too. I am delighted thar the overwhelming majority of
those who have spoken agree with it. I know rhat you
will want to congrarulate the negotiarors on behalf of
the Community whose immensely difficult task it was
for 18 months, first of all to prepare the Communiry's
negotiatinB position and then ro thrash our rhe rexr
with the ACP States, sometimes word by word, in
order to give effect to the innovarions so imporrant to
both of us and fortunately ofren to our ACP panners
as well, whose competence I would also like ro salure.
I have taken note of the recommendarion in para-
graph 3 of the resolution that we should not neglect
other developing countries or contributions to interna-
tional cooperation effons, though not ar rhe expense
of ACP countries. In my view, we do need ro take a
constantly evolving oveiall view of all these elemenrs
together, each being interconnected. In any case, rhar
is how the Commission sees the relationship between
the various components of its development policy.
The Commission will be doing all it can to give prac-
dcal effect to the new provisions of Lomd III particu-
larly in respecr of such viral componenrs as rural
development, food produc[ion, measures ro combat
desertification and deforestation, the enormous dam-
age being caused by acid rain and rhe way in which we
move inexorably, unless we do something posirive,
towards ecological catastrophe. But we shall rackle
other fields as well. The Commission is losing no rime
in getting down to the job. Ir is already making
arrangements for programming which will have ro
start rhis year. This is in accordance with paragraph 30
of the resolution and also with rhe undenaking the
Community gave the ACP Srates ar rhe meering of rhe
ACP-EEC Committee of Ambassadors on 22 February
when agreement was reached on rhe [ransirional mea-
sures to apply between the expiry of Lom6 II and the
entry into force of the new Convenrion rowards the
beginning of tggO. These rransitional measures are in
line with the Commission proposals which this House
approved.
Now I would like to turn ro a number of specific
points. The resolution expresses the hope rhar food
strategies will be adopted with our supporr by a large
number of ACP States. That is our view roo. \fle
intend to encourage orher ACP Srates, panicularly
those worst affected by the horrors of srarvarion, to
follow in the footsteps of the four pioneers. Obviously,
extending to one counrry rhe experience gained in
another calls for flexibility and pragmarism. Local con-
ditions have to be taken inro accounr, but this vitally
important issue deserves our fullest atren[ion. It is the
link between the immediate problem of gerring relief
supplies to famine victims and the longer-rerm effon
needed to solve the underlying causes of the presenr
situation.
The resolution also calls for the Commission ro sup-
port an enhanced role for ACP and EEC workers' and
employers' representarives. The Commission also sup-
ports the view rhat private investmenr in ACP States
must be actively encouraged. This is wholly in accord
with the Commission's declararions in supporr of en-
hanced dialogue between rhe social panners in
Europe. But more than thar, it accords with the dercr-
mination of trade unions in the norrh ro see fair labour
standards in the south so as ro ensure rhar the compe-
tition against their members' jobs is not based on
exploitation whether in respecr of wages or conditions
of employmen[. As is stated in the Brandt reporr, to
achieve these ends trade unionism must be allowed
and encouraged to develop as an active and posirive
force in the industries of the south. It is our belief rhat
only thus can ACP-EEC cooperation really flourish.
You know, of course, how much rhe Commission has
done in the past to give pracrical supporr ro anyrhing
which might encourage a conceptual, technical or
financial input from business or industry. But of
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course, as Commissioner Pisani once said, the aim is
not to sign a few cheques in order to salve one's con-
science and create a circle of clients; the aim is to con-
tribute to development.
There is one matter which I think I also oughr ro rake
up in relation to the backclorh of immense supporr
from people all over our Community, indeed all over
the world generated by rhe images of mass srarvarion
in Africa. According to the latest reporrs, some 30 mil-
lion people in the continent are now suffering the rav-
ages of famine and drought. This explosion of human
misery has impelled hundreds of thousands of people
within the Community to send huge sums of cash to
relief agencies and also to demand rhar rhe polirical
institutions of Europe respond more generously, more
quickly and more effectively to the life and death
struggle faced by millions of people.
I am proud to pay tribute to the staff in rhe EEC Com-
mission who work so long and hard to bring relief. I
pay tribute too to the many aid agencies, among them
Mddecins sans frontiire, lY'ar on Vant, and many more
which ransform the sponraneous generosity of ordi-
nary people into tangible support. I pay tribure too ro
all those who have given so much and so selflessly
through the many aid agencies and rhe schemes which
have been launched, for example, by the pop groups
which have given up so much of their time and talent
to raise money, by newspaper groups, such as the Mir-
ror Group in the United Kingdom, which have raised
hundreds of thousands of pounds from their readers.
In line with what President Delors said to this Parlia-
ment in his January address, the European Com-
munity must here and now declare unconditional war
on poverty in the developing world.
I turn finally to the question of rhe Lom6 III budget.
You point out correctly that the Convention's finan-
cial resources fall shon of what the Commission
thought desirable, while acknowledging rhat the per-
formance of the Community and irc Member States in
this respect compares most favourably wirh the present
regrettable trend in North-Sourh relations. Under-
standably then, you call for considerarion ro be given
to the possibility of an increase in the Lom6 budget.
The Commission welcomes these and indeed any pres-
sures to increase aid programmes in line with the
recommendations of the Brandr repon and indeed
with United Nations policy. But rhe unpleasant fact of
life that all of us have to face is rhar Member Stares
and indeed others both in Easr and'West are not likely
to enable aid to be increased in rhe near future.
Ve are pleased that Parliamenr has indicated rhe
importance attached by Lom6 III to human rights and
the elimination of discrimination in all its forms warp-
ing as it does the human personaliry and assaulring the
dignity of mankind. Mrs De Backer-Van Ocken and
Mrs Rabbethge referred to the way in which discrimi-
nation attacks rhe rights of women. I fully accord with
the views that they have unered.
On the question of apanheid, Mr d'Ormesson says
that no one is starving in South Africa. He is sadly
misinformed. They are smrved not only of food. They
are starved of that most precious of human commodi-
ties 
- 
their right to dignity.
(App laus e from t he So cia li s t G ro up )
Lom6 III calls for the eradication of the debased and
evil concept of apartheid. However, if that strong
assenion is to mean anything, if we are to be credible,
positive action is demanded to refute once and for all
the suggestion that by our conduct towards South
Africa we are, as a Community, aiding and abetdng
the inhuman design of the South Africa rdgime. My
personal view is that the time has come when we must
not shelter behind words.
I conclude on the nore tha[ whatever the criticisms,
and I accept many of them, whatever the shortcom-
ings, and there are many, Lom6 III, like its predeces-
sors, marks a substanrial advance in relations between
the Community and the developing world. But in a
situation where new challenges unfold almost daily,
there is no room for complacency. That has been the
view of most of those who have spoken in this debate.
'!fle are still only at the beginning of rhe war against
poverty. As Adlai Stevenson once said: 'The journey
of a thousand leagues begins with a simple step'. So we
must never neglect any work of peace within our
reach, however small that may be. That is the will of
the Commission, and I hope therefore that today's
vote of this House will draw the attention of the par-
liaments of Member States to the most outstanding
features of Lom6 III and encourage them to ratify rhe
Convention promptly.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
The debate is closed. \7e shall now pro-
ceed to the vote.
Motionfor a resolution
Paragraph 11 
-Amendment No I
Mr Cohen (Sl, rapporteur. 
- 
(NL) Mr Presidenr, I
have something of a problem with this amendmenr
because, if it is adopted as it now srands, ir would
mean that the Community should pursue its acrion
only with the populations concerned and nor rhrough
non-governmental organizations. The governments
would then be simply ignored. I do not rhink rhat is
what is wanted. Nor do I think that is what the author
of the amendment intends. If he agrees to rhe insenion
of 'among others' after 'contacts with', I can accept
the amendment.
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President. 
- 
That causes a slight problem, Mr Cohen.
I shall have to ask rhe House if it is prepared to accept
a verbal amendment before I put it to the vote. I think
rhat generally rhere is a feeling that that should not be
done, and for the sake of good order I think that is
best.
Explanations ofoote
Mr Vurtz (COM). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, the Com-
munist and Allies Group agrees with many of the con-
clusions in the Cohen repon and will therefore vote
for it. My friend, Renzo Trivelli, has already made this
clear so that there is no need for me to say anything
more about it.
Lom6 III has clearly failed rc counterbalance the atti-
tude both of the Communiry and most of the Member
Sutes which is in many ways prejudicial to the inter-
ests of developing countries, including those of the
ACP. As the general rapponeur, Ambassador Chasle,
quite rightly stressed at the last meeting of the Joint
Committee in Bujumbura and as the chairman of our
own Commit[ee on Development and Cooperation
pointed out a moment ago, inadequarc funding ser-
iously compromises the chances of achieving the goals
of the third EEC-ACP Convention.
Nonetheless, Lom6 III at least exists. It contains a
number of positive commitments some of which, like
the commitment to promote smble prices for raw
materials, are unprecedenrcd. It is now up to us to play
our par[ in ensuring that these commitments are kept.
!7e in the Communist Group will play our pan.
A useful corollary to Lom6 III would be for the Com-
munity to take positive steps to curb the frightening
rise in the indebtedness of ACP countries, even if this
is not directly pan of the Convention. Ve should bear
in mind the disastrous effect of the increase in the
value of the dollar and high interest rates on the ACP
economies which has reached the point where debt-
servicing absorbs almost one-third of their export
earnlnEs.
Finally, to turn to just one point which the ACP Sntes
regard as a rcst of credibility where our cooperation is
concerned, the question of relations between the
Community and the apartheid regime is still very much
alive. The Joint Committee put forward explicit
requests on this matter which we referred to in our
amendment and we can only regret the cynicism with
which it was rejected by the right in this Parliament.
Recent evenrc in South Africa make this request all the
more urgent and my denunciation of the attitude of
the right all the more serious.
These are just a few shon comments which we wish to
add to our votes. It now remains for the Convention
rc be ratified as quickly as possible. The bartle rc
ensure that it is properly implemented has begun.
Mrs Dury (S). 
- 
(FR) The repon which Mr Cohen
has just presented is the result of lengthy work on the
Lom6 Convention. I believe that the report will be illu-
minating for the national parliaments. I also hope that
the national parliaments will ratify the Convention as
quickly as possible, but that they will also consider it
carefully.
I believe that the national parliaments should reflect
on the fact that on the one hand we ask, in rhe case of
rhe Lom6 Convention and more generally of the Com-
muniry's development policy, for the establishment of
food strategies and for effecdve action to combat hun-
ger in the world whereas at the same time in each of
the Member Srates projects are sometimes supponed
which run absolutely counter to these policies.
I also believe that if we ask for increased funds for the
Lom6 Convention, this should also be a matter for
reflection by each national parliament since none of
our countries has as yet reached the United Nations
goal of donating 0.70/o of the GNP in development
aid.
Finally, I would state that we have been pioneers
where cultural cooperation is concerned. Nonetheless,
it must be said that in certain Community countries
education policy is exactly the opposite of what we
wish. In Belgium, in particular, students from the
ThirdVorld...
President. 
- 
Mrs Dury, I am sorry, we have got to be
very strict on the time. I am very sorry 
- 
that is the
end.
Could I appeal to those who have got explanations of
vore ro keep within the time limit, please.
Mr Seligman (ED).- Mr President, I will vote for
Cohen, but I am disappointed that it does not say
more about the technical and research help which is
needed by the African States. The African climate is
such that the EEC can only give limited help, because
our climate is completely different and we do not have
the same problems. But Israel and South Africa do
have similar climatic and technical conditions. Cohen
is concerned about drought and deserdfication. Israel
has rainmaking knowhow. South Africa has new crop
species suitable for drought conditions and so on. To
conrinue this doctrinaire feud with South Africa is
sterile and wasteful, and it should cease. I would tell
the Commissioner, incidentally, that I saw no one
starving in South Africa when I was there last month
and I went to Crossroads and I went to Soweto and
many other places. \7hat I did see was over one mil-
lion immigrant workers from frontier States being
given jobs in South Africa.
Mr Alavanos (COM). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, Greece
is not one of those counties which, as Mr Cohen him-
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self poinr out in his explanatory reporr, subscribe to
rhe ACP-EEC agreement for reasons of enlightened
self-interesr. On the conrrary, it could be argued that
to some extent Greece's interests are threatened, since
our relationship with the economies of the ACP coun-
uies is comperitive rather than complementary,
whether we consider sugar, tobacco, or fruit and
vegetables. Nevertheless, rhose are not to be the cri-
teria that will derermine our vore, and on that point
we agree with what our colleague Mr Vunz said a lit-
tle while ago. Ve too have imponant reservarions con-
cerning the 8.4 billion ECU, which we consider quite
inadequare to bring about rhe aims of rhe agreement,
and indeed for rhe more general policy towards the
underdeveloped ACP counrries, wherher in relarion to
loans, to defining the prices of raw marerials, or to the
matter of rhe Nonh-South dialogue as a whole.
The favourable vore we shall casr on the Cohen report
should not be seen as approval of the ACP-EEC
agreemenr 
- 
rather the opposite, in facr 
- 
bur as
support for the very critical commenrs made by Mr
Cohen and the Commirtee on Development.
Mr Elliott (S).- Mr President, obviously this resolu-
tion will be carried overwhelmingly and, of course, ir
should be.
I would just like to make three quick points. First of
all I hope the Commissioner, whose remarks I was
very pleased ro hear, will ensure rhat support and aid is
given in the ACP counrries, and in the developing
countries generally, to cooperarive forms of enrerprise
and developmenr which have shown themselves ro be
panicularly appropriate ro developing countries,
although by no means exclusively ro those counrries of
course.
Secondly, I musr say rhat I hope we will not be in rhe
posirion of doing too litrle and too late as we have so
often been before. I too regret how few counrries have
reached the levels of aid ro rhe Third \forld thar we
once pledged ourselves to achieve. I am sad rhat my
own country is giving a much smaller proporrion of
aid to the Third \(orld than ir did some years ago,
despite the fact rhat ir claims ro be a very rich counrry.
Finally, may I say that I was pleased ro hear what rhe
Commissioner had ro say about rhe inrention ro rry [o
direct help and cooperation rowards other couniries
beyond those of rhe ACP, provided of course, there is
no detriment ro the programme for the ACP counr.ries,I am very pleased about rhis, because whilsr it may
well be true rhat rhrough rhe ACP we are aiding two-
thirds of the nations in the Third 'World, we are only
assisting abour 200/o of rhe population. I would like to
see more aid go ro rhe Indian subcontinenr, for exam-
ple, with which we have such close links and so many
people from which are now residenr in the countries of
Europe.
Mr Verbeek (ARC). 
- 
(NL) Mr Presidenr, I have
advised the Grael Group to abstain during the final
vote on the resolurion as a whole because I believe ir
sounds far too satisfied on major issues if we consider
the confusion in the ACP countries and the niggardly
resources with which the Community intends ro cope
with this situarion.
( Parliament adopted tbe re solution )t
5. Transport
President. 
- 
The nexr irem is rhe repon (Doc.
2-1763/84) by Mr Visser, on behalf of the Committee
on Transport, on
the proposals from rhe Commission ro rhe Council
(Doc. l-1375183 - COM(83) 764 final) for.
I. a decision amending Decision 75/327/EEC on
the improvemenr of the situation of railway
undenakings and rhe harmonization of rules gov-
erning financial relarions berween such undertak-
ings and Stares
II. a regulation amending Council Regularion
(EEC) No ll07/70 on rhe granring of aids for
transport by rail, road and inland waterway.
Mr Visser (S), rapporteur. 
- 
(NL) Mr Presidenr, the
Committee on Transport met three rimes ro discuss
the 
-Commission's proposlas and rwice ro discuss mydraft report. In rhe end, ir was unanimously decided ro
approve the Commission's proposlas, with some
amendments, and the morion for a resolution. It is
therefore srrange thar, despire the generous deadline
allowed for the tabling of amendmenrs in rhe Com-
mittee on Transpon and despite the unanimous deci-
sion taken, anorher thirteen amendments have been
ubled for discussion in rhis plenary Assembly. Most
have been mbled by rhe Liberals and Conservarives,
who missed their chance in rhe Commitree on Trans-
port. I do not rhink this does a grear deal for working
methods and decision-making in this Parliamenr.
The railways are panicularly important for the Com-
muniry. They employ over a million workers, rhey
transporr passengers and goods, which is essen[ial to
all the Communiry's economic and social acriviries,
and they therefore form an indispensable link in rhe
process of crearing the internal market. The railways
are safer, do less damage to [he environment and uie
energy more efficiently than rhe other rransporr sec-
tors. For these reasons alone transpon by rail must
receive grearer encouragement. It mus[ be realized,
however, that, alrhough rhe railways cannor run wirh-
out financial support from governmenrs, [hey must
I The rapporteur also spoke:
- 
AGAINST Amendments Nos I to j,5,7 andg
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continue their efforts to promore grearer cosr-aware-
ness and improve their operational efficiency. The
sharp decline in the railways' share of the ransport of
goods is therefore to be regretted. The Commirtee on
Transpon was told by the Commission's representarive
that it had fallen from 40 to 200/o over the years. In
fact, the situation is even less favourable. Only 150/o of
the goods transponed between Member States in 1984
went by rail, compared to 420/o by road and 430/o by
ship. Fonunarely, in view of the advantages I have just
mentioned, the outlook is still good for the railways.
Transpon by rail has grown a[ a faster rate than trans-
port by other means, 140/o in 1984, and the growth
rate is expected to be almost 110/o in 1985.
The Committee on Transpon fully endorses what the
Commission is trying to achieve with these proposals.
Its aims are: 1) the harmonization of the conditions of
competition among the various transport sectors;
2) transparency in the financial situation of the railway
undenakings and in relations between these undertak-
ings and the Member States; 3) the achievement of
financial balance by the railway undenakings.
However, Mr President, the Commitree on Transpon
unanimously agrees that the Commission fails to take
various basic factors sufficiently into account. These
factors, which are also referred to in the motion for a
resolution, are, firstly, that railway passenger and
goods traffic are different economic and social pro-
positions and therefore cannot. always be subject to the
same rules. Passenger raffic in panicular cannot be
regarded as a purely commercial activity. Secondly,
the ownership and management of railway infrastruc-
tures must remain the responsibility of a single auth-
ority, especially in countries where this is now the
case, with governments possibly assuming financial
responsibility. Thirdly, a commercial policy to improve
the financial situarion of the railways must not under
any circumstances entail the risk that underdeveloped
regions of the Community or those affected by econo-
mic crisis are further disadvantaged by reductions in
transport services.
The Economic and Social Committee has also
emphasized these aspects. It too is in principle satisfied
with the Commission's initiative and proposals, but
warns thar there must be no tampering with the obli-
Bations associated with the concept of 'public service'.
It notes that rhe term 'rationalization' is used rather
vaguely by the Commission and warns that the situa-
tion in the less developed regions must not be allowed
to become any worse. Account must also be taken of
the existing legal and organizational structures of the
railway companies, which are not the same in all the
Member States.
The Committee on Transpon also feels that the differ-
ence of opinion with the Commission concerns not the
substance of the matter but where the emphasis should
lie. During the discussions in the Committee on Trans-
pon the Commission's representatives also said 
- 
and
it is ro be found in black and whirc in the proposal 
-that, where special circumstances and specific needs
require, the Member States and railway undenakings
should themselves decide what measures should be
mken to improve the financial situation of the rail-
ways.
The Commission also feels that the final decision on
the transport of passengers should be left rc the Mem-
ber States, whereas, if the Commission's proposals are
accepted, the principles of the provision of a commer-
cial service should tovern the transport of goods. The
Council of Transport Ministers has also said that it
does not wan[ a fixed regulation or excessive interfer-
ence with national powers.
I should like to refer explicitly to one point made in
the motion for a resolution. It concerns the desirability
or even the need for the more integral planning of the
common transport policy. A genuine improvement in
the situation of the railways will require transport
planning guidelines which will make clear the impor-
tant role to be played by rail transport within the
Community's transport system. The Commission is
therefore requested to submit as soon as possible a
concrete proposal for the development of long-term
planning. This suggestion by the Committee on Trans-
port also corresponds very closely to the idea put for-
ward by rhe Iulian Transport Minister on several
occasions.
'!7e have to decide today or tomorrow on a proposal
that has many technical aspects but primarily concerns
a marter that has major economic and social implica-
tions. In the final analysis, the question is whether we
are going to retain a good and efficient railway system
in the Community and improve it, whether we are
going to offer people who rely on public transport a
high-quality service, whether we are going to exploit
the advantages of rail transport, whether we are going
to try to improve the financial situation of the railway
and also contribute to the harmonization of the condi-
tions of competition among the various [ransport sec-
tors.
In the opinion of the Committee on Transpon, this
can be done, and we therefore expect [his report to
help the Council of Transpon Ministers and, indeed,
the national parliaments to accept the Commission's
proposals.
(Applause)
Mr Topmann (S). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, Iadies and
gentlemen, the Socialist Group has repeatedly been
pointing out for many years that in the interests of a
rational European transport. policy we must enable the
railways of the Member States to carry out their future
tasks and give them a more central place than before
in a common transport policy. My group therefore
welcomes the fact that the Commission proposal we
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are discussing and voting on today and the Visser
report adopted by the Commitree on Transport have
endorsed most of our demands.
Vhat is the principle here? !7e musr ensure rhat the
policy lines chosen enable rhe Member Srates' railways
to move away from the siding and back onto rhe main
line again. Firsdy, this means that the longstanding
disadvantages in comperition ois-ti-ztis their competi-
tors on the roads and waterways are removed as soon
as possible. That means thar the financial responsibility
to maintain and develop the railway nerwork 
- 
i.e.
the rail transport routes 
- 
is raken over by the Mem-
ber States as an original state task. To offset this, use
costs are to be imposed on the railways, like those
which the Member Stares also require from rheir com-
petitors on the roads and waterways.
Since the railways in the Member States have not been
neatly tailored ro roday's needs over the past decades,
we must ensure rhar when the Member States take
over financial responsibiliry for railwy infrastructure
they also focus their rransporr invesrment policy on rhe
railways. A cost benefit analysis based on acrual rrans-
pon criteria, which should include rransporr safety, a
low level of damage [o rhe environmenr, rational use
of energy and limited requiremenr of land, musr 
-unlike in rhe past 
- 
serve as rhe guideline of the
Member States' political acrion.
Funhermore, the railway undertakings musr also
become more competirive again in thar area in which
they have to provide a public service ro improve the
welfare of the cicizens, nor for reason of rheir own
profiability but on the instrucrions of the Member
States or other providers of capiral.
In summary, our request is the following: the Member
States, i.e. those who order the service, must bear the
costs which arise out of their policies and which can-
not be covered by the railways' tariffs or special tariffs.
Unlike in the past, this should be regulared by precise
agreements which, in our view, mus[ be based primar-
ily on the public services required of the railways. The
same procedure mus[ also apply ro passenger and ro
goods traffic.
The Council of Minisrers, which hitherto has achieved
nothing in nearly eyery area of a common European
transport policy, should sran afresh here, especially
against the background of the fonhcoming judgment
of the European Court of Justice in rhe proceedings
for failure to act, and translate the proposals of the
Commission and the European Parliament inro action
as soon as possible.
Mr Cornelissen (PPE). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, in irs
programme for 1985 rhe Commission calls for more
open and efficienr management in transpon. This is, of
course, extremely imponanr for employment in the
Community. The proposals we are discussing today
are commensurate with this approach. However, they
will not in themselves produce the required conditions
of competition between transpor[ by road, rail and
inland waterway, and they are therefore of limired sig-
nificance. They do nor offer a solurion ro rhe real
problems. Mr President, amendments which improve
the present situation will naturally have our supporr.
Ve do not think this can be said of rhe proposal that
governmen[s should no[ be permitred to require the
railway undertakings to rake rarionalizarion measures.
This is unfortunarely unavoidable in many Member
States. It is nor a pleasant rask for elected politicians,
but we shall not, of course, solve rhis problem by stick-
ing our heads in the financial sand either. It will be
conducive to healthy comperirion among the various
transport sectors if they all have ro bear equal shares
of infrastructural costs. Ve would welcome it if gov-
ernments' financial responsibility was also exrended to
include the installation and maintenance of infrastruc-
ture. A Dutch study has shown that rhere are now
major differences in rhe imputation of infrastrucrural
costs.
It should be added rhat the external social cosrs borne
by the three transport secrors are certainly nor lhe
same. '!7e need only think of rransporr safery, rhe
effect on the environment, viabiliry, energy consump-
tion and employment. I need only refer ro acid rain
and the serious air pollution in the Ruhr district this
winter. The most difficulr quesrion is how the Com-
mission intends to take these social quesrions into-con-
sideration. 'What are the Commission's views on rhe
idea that a calculation should be made of all rhe cosrs
and benefits of the various means of [ransporr in
Europe? The social aspecrs would therefore have ro be
included too. This calculation could then be used to
establish the criteria needed ro govern new investment.
Like the Commission, we attach importance to the
development of the infrastrucrure. \7e are in favour of
the improvement of the infrastructure for lorries ar
frontiers, but we should also like ro see rhe Commis-
sion submitting proposals for the elimination of the
bottlenecks that affect rail and inland waterway traffic
at frontiers. Recently high-speed rail links have
attracted a great deal of interest. The use of advanced
lnd new technologies in rransporr may greatlylmprove communications in Europe. This is also
imponant where employment and industrial policy are
concerned. According ro press reports, President Mir-
terrand and Federal Chancellor Kohl have said they
want a high-speed rail link berween Paris and Cologne
via Brussels. That would be a good thing. It would
open the way for rhe Dutch railway system, for exam-
ple, to be linked to rhe high-speed network. But there
is one important requirement, Mr President: it must be
a European system . . .
President. 
- 
Mr Cornelissen, I am very sorry, but you
have exceeded your speaking-time and we want to fin-
ish this debate this evening.
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Mr Newton Dunn (ED). 
- 
Mr President, I would
like to start by welcoming the Commissioner to his
first transpon debate in this Parliament.
I would like to say that my group suppons the Com-
mission's proposals, but with two provisos thac we are
not so happy about. The first one 
- 
and this is why
we have tabled Amendment No 13 
- 
is che proposal
by the Commission that there should be compulsory
separation of responsibiliry between the ownership of
the railway infrastructure and the responsibility for
providing train services. \fle do not believe that they
should necessarily be separated like that compulsorily.
The example that we look at is Amtrak in the USA,
which is hardly an example of great success and does
not inspire us with confidence to follow in that same
direction. That is why we have tabled Amendment
No 13 which changes the compulsion of the word
'shall' in the Commission's proposal to 'may', which
makes it an option.
Ve believe that separation makes it less likely that
innovative ideas for infrastructure will appear if it is
the State that has responsibility for infrastructure. I
give you an example: in the UK rural railway lines in
some cases now have lowcost radio signals, which is an
innovation we do not think the Srate would have
introduced had it had the responsibiliry itself.
Secondly, road transpon entails very Breat social costs
which the Commission has not taken into account. For
example, there are something like 50 000 road fatali-
ties each year in the Community and they have an
enormous cost which the Commission has not taken
into account in ir calculations: the cost of road ser-
vices, hospimls and medical services, insurance prem-
iums and so on. They ought to be taken into account if
we are going to have a genuine basis of comparison
between different modes of ransponation. Of course,
pollution costs are also a factor, avery great factor, in
road transport but not in railways.
Finally, I would like to congratulate the rapporteur on
a very balanced repon. I apologize that my group has
brought in a number of amendments but he does
appreciate, I am sure, that occasionally there are extra
opinions from my group which come in after the com-
mittee meeting.
Mr Adamou (COM). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, the
Community has not had, and still does not have any
planned and programmed policy on transport. '!fha-
tever is done from time to time in that sector is ad hoc,
and is not aimed ar promoting reliable, convenient and
cheap transpon of passengers and goods to the benefit
of the Community as a whole. Its sole aim is to secure
and increase the profits of the megalithic companies
that dominate the transpon sector.
\7ith particular reference to the matters we are debat-
ing today, namely railways, could be made the larg-
est-scale means of ransport for both people and
goods. They provide greater comfort and safety than
other means of transpon. They use energy more
rationally, and do not pollute the environment. Yet'
owing to the competition from the unprogrammed
development and general exploitation of other means
of transpon, the railways have been forced into over-
indebtedness, underutilisation and stagnation. Now,
instead of offering solutions, the Commission's propo-
sals are in pracdce likely to lead to even greater mis-
management of the transpon sector. In our view, only
by being brought into the public sector, and not by
privatisation can rail transport be rescued from its cri-
sis and allowed to develop.
As for the railways in my own country, the situation is
really lamentable. Ninety-six per cent of the network
consists of a single two-way line. The entire rolling
stock is more than 90 years old. There are few rail
links between ports and industry, and those that exist
at all are used by industrialists as a lever to obmin
more favourable prices from other means of [ransport.
Thus, the part played in transport by the Greek rail-
ways has decreased from 500/o in 1950, to 50lo at pres-
ent. Sixty per cent of the rolling stock and locomotives
lie idle. There is a shortage of trained personnel, and
the 14 000 railway workers are facing severe problems
to do with their working conditions, wages and pen-
sions.
In our opinion, without serious state investment and
support the Greek railways will continue to staBnate.
Mr Vijsenbeek (L). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I should
like to begin by saying that I came here by train today
and that this is the only way to travel for a Member of
Parliament who wants to read all the documents [hat
are pushed in front of him for a week like this and to
prepare a speech as well. My compliments to the Ger-
man Federal Railways.
My compliments too to the rapporteur, who has had
the difficulr usk of steering a course between the
Scylla of efficiency and the Charybdis of the obliga-
tion to provide a transport service. Unlike the new Bri-
tish APT trains, which lean on the bends, I believe Mr
Visser has uavelled along the left side of the rails. And
why is this, Mr President? Because, unlike the Com-
mission, which has said that we must at last do some-
thing about improving the situation, Mr Visser has
served up yet more of the same thing in his report,
which will mean yet more losses being incurred.
Mr President, this European Parliament will not be
doing its job properly if we do not once again protect
the taxpayer against the Moloch of the state railway
companies, the trade unions and passengers' pressure
groups, all of whom want to go on increasing the
losses.
I appreciate that pressure from the OTV, the Union of
Public Service and Transpon Vorkers, has to some
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exrenl prevented Mr Cornelissen from tabling any
amendments, bur I must tell the rapponeur that,
despite my original resisrance in committee, rhis has
forced me to table amendments. If he does nor under-
stand the reason, I am quirc willing to explain them.
Mr President, Anicle 92 of the EEC Treaty does not
single out the railways as companies which must con-
tinue to be subsidized by the stare.
This means that the ban on government assistance set
out in Anicle 93 also applies to the railways, many of
which are limircd liability companies. I simply cannor
find any menrion of rhis in Mr Visser's repon or in the
Commission's proposals. I therefore have no alterna-
tive but to try ro rectify this omission with an amend-
ment. If the rapponeur is not prepared ro accept rhese
amendmenr, I do not know what will happen. Bur I
hope I can at leasr counr on Mr Cornelissen's suppon.
Mr President, I should just like ro say two more
things. Something I sorely miss in the repon is a refer-
enceto...
Presidcnt. 
- 
Mr '\Tijsenbeek, your speaking time is
over. I am afraid your two things will have to wait.
Mr Stcvenson (S).- Mr President, this situation goes
back a long time. \fle are talking about a Council deci-
sion of 1955 which attempted to bring about some
'improvement in rhe situation regarding railway
undenakings'. There are many of us 
- 
and I am sure
this applies in the Committee on Transpon 
- 
who are
sceptical as to whether this larcsr effon will lead to
anything effective. Nevenheless, we accepr rhat it is an
attempt to coordinate the present situation with regard
to those financial relations. I think rhat some points
are worthy of panicular note.
The first one is that, despite the proposed changes in
dealing with revenue supporr 
- 
that is a change from
public liability ro a conrracrual situation 
- 
and the
proposed conditions for rhe change, the repon clearly
recognizes the principle of deficit subsidy. I think rhat
is imponant. In orher words, the free market, unbri-
dled competirion, is not the way forward. It is cer-
uinly not the way forward for public [ransporr as a
whole and ir is cenainly not the way forward for the
provision of railway seruices for r'he people in the
Community. It does nol marrer what people say abour
the Treaty because rhe Treary has been in operation
for getting on for three decades now. The praciice that
has stood the tesr and has been accepted by people is
that ro make the profit motive rhe overriding concern
in the operation of public rransporr will lead io a ruin-
ous sltuatlon.
The second poinr is rhat the responsibiliry for this
provision will righrfully remain wirh the Member
States. The Communiry will not be dictating what
provision there ought to be. The proposed meihod of
contractual obligation in theory would, with progres-
sive policies from Member States for protection and a
commitment to improvement, provide, in my opinion,
the best possibility for real infrastructure enlargement.
In that sense we should welcome. Indeed, the public
service obligations that have been referred to would
become contractual. Ve can see 
- 
and I am sure the
Commission recognizes rhis 
- 
little prospect of a
financial balance being achieved. Again, allowance is
made in the Commission proposals for the theory that
aids can be and indeed should be granted indefinitely.
In our opinion, thar can provide stability on the basis
of which progress can be made.
It is basically a good repon by Mr Visser, which
reflects the concerns that most of us hold, except rhose
in this panicular building who think that the answer ro
progressive and integrared transpon can be provided
by privatization and deregulation. Ve have heard
some of ir from the speakers today and we cenainly
have seen some of it reflected in these unfonunate
belated amendmenm that we have now got in fronr of
us. The reporr does clearly indicate that it cannot be at
purely commercial activity, that regions musr not be
funher disadvantaged by funher reducrions in service
and that rail must be recognized as an imponanr parr
of transpon sysrems.
Mr Clinton Dais, Member of tbe Commission. 
- 
Mr
President, the repon of the Committee on Transpon
gives rise to a number of commenrs rhar I would like
to make. The first commenl is to pay a rribute to Mr
Visser for the skill with which he has conducted his
work and, indeed, for the remarks thar he made at the
beginning of rhe debate. On the whole, we believe rhat
the approach of rhe committee has been extremely
positive.
Vhere the amendmenm suggested by the Visser repon
are concerned, I think that we could accept these
without major difficulties as far as the two main points
are concerned 
- 
that is to say, the date of implemen-
tation by Member Srates, which'Parliament wants ro
fix 
- 
or which the committee wishes to fix 
- 
ar rwo
years after adoption by the Council, and the introduc-
tion of a trial period for the transformation of public-
service obligations inro contracrual arrangementi.
I,have some hesitation, however, about accepting the
changes in the preamble insofar as they no longer cor-
respond to amendmens ro [he main text orlginally
proposed in the Committee on Transporr, but not
accepred by that commitree.
Before I come on ro rhe detailed position about the
amendmenrc, just a few words, if I may, about one or
two of the contributions thar were made. Mr Cornelis-
son said that the proposals opened the way ro more
competirion because they eliminate distonions. I am
sorry, I,may have got his note a lirtle wrong. The fact
is that the suggestion that he made is one *[ich is per-
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haps marginally wrong, but I do not need to go into it
in any depth.
As far as Mr Vijsenbeek's points are concerned, I
would say thar Anicle 77 provides for aids for public-
service obligadons, a poinr which he evidently omitted.
As far as Mr Stevenson is concerned, I very much
agree thar service is a matter of key concern. Cer-
tainly, the Commission agrees with that. I would also
accept that unbridled competition is not desirable. Of
course, we also accept the point he makes that a con-
tractual obligation does represenr rhe way to provide
the enlargement of the rail infrastructure.
I turn now to the specific amendments. As regards
Amendment No l, I do not think that this any longer
corresponds to the main rexr, and I would like to
express my preference for the original wording of the
Commission's proposal:'Coverage of infrastructure
costs' instead of 'financial responsibility for mainte-
nance and development'. The reason for rhat is thar
the railways have to bear, in the final recourse, rhe
maintenance costs, which are included in the marginal
cost of using the infrastructure. Cenainly, I agree on
the equal treatmenl of ransport modes, which was, of
course, in the Commission's text.
As to Amendment No 2, I think that this amendment
is no longer in line with amendments to the main rex[
orginally proposed in the Committee on Transpon bur
not retained by them.
As to Amendment No 3, we have no substantial objec-
tions to substituting the words 'customer authorities'
for the words 'national, regional and local authorities',
even if the term would be less precise rhan the original
wording. Funhermore, we can go along with a three-
year trial period in this field.
\7ith regard to Amendment No 4, we have no objec-
tion to the implementation rwo years afrcr adoption.
On Amendment No 5, the elimination of a distinction
between freight and passenger traffic does seem conse-
quent to the Commission and is in line with the propo-
sal made.
Ve have no objections to Amendment No 5 and we
can accept Amendment No 7.
On Amendment No 8, I think this does correspond to
the final main text of the repon and we could agree to
it.
On Amendment No 9, we consider that unprofitable
sewices might be replaced by road services. But I
would like to remind the honourable Member of
Regulation No 1191169 where the Council makes
provision to take into consideration the least cost for
the Community, that is to say, social costs instead of
managerial profitability.
Amendment No 10: the deletion of the phrase seems
justified as the original amendmenrs were not retained
by the Transpon Committee.
As to Amendment No ll, we welcome the idea of
coordination of investment plans between rransporr
modes, and in this context I would remind the House
of the master plan of the Italian Minister for Trans-
port, Mr Signorile. However, I think thar this proposal
on railway improvement would not be rhe appropriate
place to lay down the idea of coordination and I
would recommend that it should nor be accepred.
On Amendment No 12, again from Mr \Tijsenbeek,
we agree on the idea to be expressed, but in my view it
is somewhat redundant to requiremenr. Ve would
not suggest that it be incorporated,
I turn now to the amendments of Mr Newton-Dunn.
May I thank him for the welcome that he gave me in
this debate. Having said that, he will remember the
phrase used by the actress, Jane Russell, that flattery
gets you nowhere. In the main, I fear rhar I have to
reject the amendments he is proposing. On No 13, the
wording he proposes does not bring out the main idea
that decisions on infrastructure investmenrs musl be
taken by the State, save in cases where the railways are
themselves deemed to be competent. Obviously, the
State is not obliged to build a new line, but if a deci-
sion is taken in this respecr ir musr normally be mken
by the State and not by the railways. I would sutgest,
therefore, that his proposal should not be accepred.
As to No 14, this amendmenr would cur across rhe
basic idea of the Commission's proposal, that is to say,
that the Stare has ro assume financial responsibility for
railway infrastructure. I do nor think the Commission
could accept it. The Commission's represenatives
already explained in the Transport Commirree that rhe
word 'ownership' is misleading and should be deleted.
Many railways are no[ owners but only managers of
their infrastructure.
As far as No 15 is concerned, I would be able to
accept this amendmenr even if it would be difficult to
quantify the social cost of road transpon. This was a
point also made by Mr Cornelissen. The Commission
is envisaging including these costs in irs infrastructure
costing system as soon as a valid base for their calcula-
tion can be found.
On No 15, I think we would prefer ro accepr rhe
wording of the text without the words he suggests. In
keeping with the times, it is obvious rhat infrastructure
planning must fit in with the financial availabilities of
the Member States and the priority needs of rransport
users.
I turn finally to Amendment No 17 by Mr Roux.
Again I consider this proposal on railway improvement
would not be the appropriare framework for suggest-
ing a technical transport coordination commirtee. This
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idea goes far beyond that. Vhat I am prepared rc do is
to study the idea of enlarging the powers of the Direc-
torate-General for Transpon in this regard. However,
I hope that the House will be aware rhar the problem
is not so much institutional. It would as a matter of
fact imply the transfer of imponant comperences from
Member States' governmenm to Community bodies. I
do not think, therefore, that the amendment should be
accepted.
On behalf of the Commission I wish to congratulate
Parliament on the work that it has done and on the
support that it provides for our proposal. As a.marrer
of fact, we think that the improvement of the railway's
situation, panicularly its financial situarion, is one of
the key conditions of a more balanced Community
transport. policy. I share the view of the members of
the Transpon Committee in seeking to emphasize my
intention to develop the Commission's railway poliry
in close collaboration with the railway undenakings of
the Group of Ten as well as rhe rade unions. I con-
clude by expressing my intention ro defend strongly
the proposal when it is discussed by the Council. Sev-
eral governments have already expressed reluctance
and objections to the proposal which we will have rc
overcome. Again, I thank you for backing the Com-
mission in the effons we are seeking ro make.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
The vote will be taken at the next voting rime.
May I thank all Parliamenr staff who have had ro stay
behind to see us through to the conclusion of this
debate.
6. Closure of the annual session
President. 
- 
I declare the 1984-85 session of rhe
European Parliament closed. Pursuant ro rhe provi-
sions of the Treaty, the European Parliament will meet
[omorrow Tuesday, 12 March 1985 at 9 a.m.r
(Tbe sitting anas closed at 8.10 p.n.)
I Agendafor next titt;ng: see Minutes.
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